Your mission, should you choose to accept...

Attend Coventry High School for four years, 180 days each.
You will disguise yourself as an average student. Keep in mind your main objective is to obtain knowledge. Do this by attending classes in English, Math, Science, and Social Studies. You can also join clubs, activities, and teams. These will help you to develop your own skills and interests. Attend balls and dances, pep rallies and football games. These events will further your relations with the student body.

There will be times of difficulty. Your progress will be assessed in the form of mid-terms and finals. However, if you have kept your objective in mind, there should be no difficulty. On your mission you will interact with other students, form life-long friendships, and develop as an individual.

At the end of these 180 days some of us will have completed the mission and be reassigned, while others remain behind to complete their own personal missions. Regardless of our next assignment, at the end of these 180 days, each of us can proudly say, "Mission Accomplished!!"
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Seniors At Work and Play

Seniors do so many things, it's hard to present them all. Here are some of our favorites, accomplishing their mission and some taking a quick break.

Right: There it is. Proof positive, Marlen Zagorski is indeed a fish.
Below: Jessica Brisette and Kate McHugh present us with their origami talents.

Right: Aiming to please, Jay Christianson serenades his classmates.
Below: Matt Pensack ponderes the question: "How do you know which ones are boys and which ones are girls?"

Left: Matthew Hayes and Jamie Hull take a quick break to smile for the camera.
Below: Being as studious as she can, Shannon Fay tackles the infamous psychology charts.
Below left: Brittany Shaw attempts to cover her work exclaiming, "Don't look! It's not finished."
HOMECOMING 2000

Homecoming 2000 was a day to remember. Homecoming events began with a festive parade, where all four of the Coventry High classes and a few of the school's clubs displayed their school spirit. The parade started from the Coventry Credit Union and ended at the school's grounds. Float themes ranged from "Survivor" to Halloween themes.

Following the parade, Coventry's faculty and students alike, lined the football field cheering on their team. Despite a fine effort, the Oakers lost to Cranston East, 21-14.

As if a parade and stressful game were not enough, Coventry High School continued their Homecoming activities that night with a concluding dance. The dance was held in the gymnasium from 7-10 PM. The theme of this dance was "Starry Night." A nice addition to this theme was that the room was illuminated by glowsticks. All in all, Coventry High School had another successful Homecoming Day.

Top right: Audra Mederos successfully heads up the Student Council float and inadvertently blots out her boyfriend's face.

Above: Steve St. Amand scampers away from the evil Tiki God defender.

Right: New-crowned monarchs Mike St. Amand and Sara Lyons cannot contain their giddy grins.

Left: The Tiki God uses his mystical powers to adopt the body of Ryan Shibly.

Below: Mr. Smith does his best to make 5,000 red uniforms not clash.

Above: The senior class did not win the float prize, but did win the consolation prize of Most Exposed Navel.

Left: The junior class did win the float prize, despite having no more than four exposed navels, a feat no one dreamed possible.
Class Day 2000

The 2000 Class Day was an outstanding success. The class of 2000 was sent off in a fitting manner, including an excellent skit by last year's junior class. None were safe from the scathing satire, as everyone from Amanda Costello (played by Amy Morin) to Brian Beaudoin (played by Justin Chin) to Mr. Hobin (played by Dan Messier) fell victim to the parody. The skit's setting was a ten-year reunion for the class of 2000, in a farcical world where Vinny Messelella (played by Chris Cohen) was a famous actor, Richard Coy (played by Brad Kirt) was a famous magician/ladies man, and Lara Gast and Sue Colucci (played by Katelyn Costello and Jill Viera) were burns. Teachers and students alike praised this skit as one of the best ever.

001-Senior Officers

Senior Class Advisor: Mr. Matthew Briesette
Senior Class President: Chris Cohen.

Senior Class Officers: (from top left) Beth Catanzaro- Treasurer, Scott Burns- Social Committee Chairperson, Catie McDermott- Secretary, Joleen Trainor- West Bay Representative, Ryan Shibley- Vice President, Lori Teto- Student Council Representative

Social Committee: (from top left) Sarah Hebert, Erin Simmons, Jillian Vieira, Georgia Drought, Kayla Mutter, Front: Jen Renney, Amy Morin, Melissa Mao.
Did Most
Chris Cohen & Audra Medeiros

Paige Albright  Nicole Ancia  John Anderson  Angelo Apollonio  Brenda Aker  Mauricio Barajas  Diana Barker  Zachary Beaudoin  John Befort
Jennifer Apollonio  Erin Aroand  Jennifer Arnold  David Balich, Jr.  James Bell  Richard Bell  Stacy Bellemare  Dylan Bennett
Jonathan Bird  Ashley Black  Heather Boucher  Jim Brady
Class Sweethearts

Josh Fusco & Kayla Mutter

Class Inseparables

Glenn Davenport, Ryan Dempsey, & Tom DiRaimo

Scott Burns

Angela Card

Raquel Card

Sarah Casavant

Bethany Calanzaro
Class Flirts

Jimmy Webster
&
Sarah Hebert

Lauren Chambers
Ashley Champlin
Jeffrey Chapdelaine
Adam Charpentier
Crystal Colvin
Shawn Connors
Natalie Coolen
Charles Cooper III

Sarah Chianni
Justin Chin
Christopher Church
Brian Cimini
Melissa Corbett
Katelyn Costello
Kristin Couture
David Gross

12 Seniors
Most Intellectual & Likely to Succeed

Dan Messier
&
Erin Arcand

Lauren DiTusa
Alexander Felice
Michael Fenton
John Ferra
Brian Ferra

Ashley Donina
Amy Doninelly
Matthew Doucette
Catherine Dowling
Jennifer Ferrari
Jessica Fieo
Graham Field
Shannon Fleetwood

Georgia Drought
Crystal Dube
Amanda Falcone
Shannon Fey
Peter Fontaine, Jr.
Jamie Foller
Michael Foller
Robert Foller

16 Seniors
Starving Artists

Jim Masso & Michelle Puchta
Best All-Around

Ryan Shibley & Sara Lyons

Matthew Hartman
dereck Hopkins
Rebecca Horton
Daniel Houle
Daniel Howard
Laura Hartnett
Bryan Haskell
Matthew Hayes
Thomas Hazard
Shawn Hoole
Catharina Hughes
Jamie Hull
Patrick Hyland
Sarah Hebert
Michael Hoch
Justin Holmander
Leah Hood
Allison Imondi
Joshua Jacques
Eileen Jakabek
Nicole Jarvis

20 Seniors
Friendliest
Mike
St. Amand & Sara Lyons
Most Athletic

Mike Campbell
&
Amy Morin

Amie Lamphere
Matthew Limberg
Douglas Lionberg
Jared List
Erica Lomas
Adam Laliberte
Adam Lamake
Crystal Lavoie
Stephanie Lavoie
Peter Lombardi
Eric Long
Kristin Lord
Douglas Lucier
Christopher Lawrence
Nicole Leclair
Timothy Letarte
Peter Lilly
Heidi Lundh
Stephanie Lutiano
Marianne Lykus
Sara Lyons

Seniors
Class Dramatists

Brad Kirton & Melissa Corbett

Crystal MacFarlane
Roxanne MacLeod
Joanna MacVittie
Matthew Maguire
Nicole Maroney

Erika Mahair
Lauren Mahoney
Amy Malloy
Gloria Mancini
Jonathan Martin
James Masso

Rebecca Mattoon
Catherine McArdis

Steven Marchessault
Melissa Mao
Leslie Marchand
Elizabeth Marketos
Jeffrey McDonald
Jared McLaughlin

Rosemarie McLaughlin
Michael McNally

26 Seniors
Class Clowns

Mike St. Amand & Natalie Coolen

Brendan McVay

John Moran III

Amy Morin

Erin Mulligan

Angela Murgia

Audra Medeiros

Stephen Mello

Stephanie Menard

Daniel Meslier

Kayla Muller

Joseph Nasatka

Nathaniel Nelson

Kelly Neator

Amanda Miller

Randi-Lyn Miller

Dale Moore

Jason Moore

Stephanie New

Sean Neylon

Jennifer Nistupski

Thomas Nisbet
Class DJs

Matt Maguire & Jackie Dillard

Zachary Podgurski
Christopher Rico
Leanne Rigo
Elizabeth Ritz
Caitlin Roberti

Mariana Pontarelli
Heather Prestly
Sarah Prignano
Nicole Prowencher
Michael Robitaille
Christopher Rocchio
Jonathan Roch
Matthew Roch

Class Musicians

Chris Knott & Kelly Nester

Michelle Puches
Kelly Rabbit
James Randall
Jennifer Ranney
Andrew Rollins

32 Seniors
Most Style

Peter Lilly & Beth Catanzaro

Stephan Smith
Christopher Stroud
William Strychosz
Jeff Sullivan
Melissa Sullivan

Todd Southard
Michael Souza
Ashley Spencer
Danielle Spurr
Matthew Supinski
Jennifer Sverdrupsen
Noah Swanson
Jimmy Taylor

Michael St. Amand
Brandon Standish
Rebecca Steinle
Matthew Stephenson
Matthew Taylor
Jessica Templeton
Lori Toto
Nicole Theroux
Best Vo-Tech

John Bird & Jamie Campbell

Jessica Willey

Left: Can you smell what Nathaniel Nelson is cooking?

Bottom: A rousing game of "Hungry Hungry Hippos" is played in the school store.

Below: Kayla Muller, Jenn Ranney, Sara Lyons, and Joe Deluca act goofy in the library.

Jonathan Varumian
Marlen Zagorski
Meagan Zink

Right: Todd Southard smiles just because he knows what is going on.

Far Right: Erin Killea and Tara Eastman just got into the sugar.
Right: Ryon Shibley shows us how proud he is of his vintage broom, one of many in his collection.

Below: Justin Chin in another desperate, but failed, attempt to grow taller.

Right: Tim Feeley shows us a little tongue, and we are duly impressed.

Below: For just $199.95 you can have Nicole Maroney guard your locker. What a deal!

Bottom Left: Jackie Dillard has been working long enough to have vegetation spring up around her.
Hold On To The Night

Right: Prom Queen Georgia Drought stands with her date Glenn Davenport after the crowning. Below: Scott Burns and Ryan Shibley grin over the embarrassing situation of having worn matching tuxedos.

Far right: Jennifer Svenningsen, Caty Dowling and Amanda Juriansz have accomplished their mission in true Angels fashion. Right: Nate Wallace smiles, and after all who wouldn't with Karla Deming and Jessica Willey on each arm.

Junior Prom 2000

The Junior Prom 2000 was a night this year's seniors are still holding onto. The evening was surprisingly warm for the time of year. The prom was held on April 7 at Rhodes on the Pawtuxet in Cranston. Chicken parmesan, pasta, green beans, salad, and a delicious coffee ice cream cake were served. The DJ played a variety of songs that had everyone up and dancing. Tension mounted as the prom queen candidates were invited on stage. Georgia Drought was named the 2000 prom queen. Dancing continued until eleven o'clock. Afterwards, everyone dispersed to their post-prom festivities. In all, the night was a magical time for everyone, which will be remembered for years to come.
Class of 001 History

Amanda Falcone

Four years goes by just like that. It seems like yesterday, that we were freshman and arriving at Coventry High School, but it wasn’t yesterday. It was the September of 1997. Our freshman year was filled with many memorable experiences. Everything was an initiation into the realm of high school. Sparks flew at our Freshman Semi-formal on May 22, 1998. This, being our class’ first dance, was held in the high school’s cafeteria and was deemed the theme, “Under the Stars.”

The arrival of our sophomore year came quickly. We were already on our way to becoming veterans of CHS. We hosted two dances this year, the Frank Santos dance and our Sophomore Semi-formal, which was held on May 7, 1999 at Evelyn’s Villa. We also received our high school rings. These rings were and still are symbols of our growth, maturity, and educational success.

Bearing the label, upperclassmen, the Class of 2001 began their junior year. The junior year was rigorous academically, but the events of our junior year will be forever marked as unforgettable. Winter Ball 2000 was our first big event as upperclassmen. This festive dance was held on January 28, 2000 at the West Valley Inn. Our Junior Prom was held on April 7, 2000 at Rhodes on the Pawtuxet. The theme was “Hold On To The Night” and Georgia Drought was named Prom Queen. It was also in our junior year that we were able to participate in Class Day. We performed a skit that mocked the class ahead of us and who could forget our impression of Mr. Robin as Shania Twain. At the conclusion of Class Day on June 7, 2000, we were officially considered seniors.

From that moment on, we vowed to make our senior year the best of our four years here, at Coventry High School. The administration granted us the right to senior privileges. This enabled us to come into school after first period, if we had a first period study. Our senior year also saw the first year Coventry High School used a new form of scheduling, the block schedule. Homecoming was the first big event of our senior year and was held on October 14, 2000. Mike St. Amand and Sara Lyons were selected as Homecoming King and Queen. Varsity Revue provided us with two great nights of entertainment. Mike St. Amand and Ryan Shirley were our hosts as we sat back and enjoyed various performances. "Winter Wonderland," our Winter Ball, was held on January 26, 2001 and our Senior Prom was on May 11, 2001 at the Newport Marriott. The Senior Supper provided a chance to reminisce and make new memories. Chris Cohen was relieved of his duties as Class President at the conclusion of the year, a position he held for all four years. The Class of 2001 graduated on June 15, 2001.

Above: Karla Damin says, “Because Mt. Everest is just too far away.”

Left: Giovani Cruz and John Beffort stop to show us how cute they are.

Below: Todd Southard poses the question: “Is it ethical to give your Ethics teacher a raspberry behind his back?”

Above: Mr. Wilkinson entertains the class with his clown nose while Lori Teto wears a hat as instructed. Middle: Jessica Templeton studies the back of Meghan’s book which has a myriad of quotes. Bottom: Watch out Australia! Here comes the senior Survivor float!
Senior Directory
Pauline Alber
310 Columbia Ave.
Photography
Joseph Alber
212 Franklin Rd.
Sales
Angelo Apollonio
Italian Student
63 Pilgrim Ave.
Officer Counter's Assistant Musical Media, Music, Media
Jennifer Apollonio
22 West View Drive

Erica A. Arcand
20 Monument St.
Lawyer, historian, and political

Matthew Arndt
177 Main St.
Director, Student Council

Ashley Block
314 Red Avenue
Student Council Chair, Student Council 10-12

Alfredo Breden
1942 Riverside Rd.
Director of Bands

Brandon Brewer
267 Woodland Rd.
Director of Bands

Diana Butler
212 Franklin Rd.
Manager, Student Council

Brooke Butler
212 Franklin Rd.
Manager, Student Council

Lisa Butler
212 Franklin Rd.
Manager, Student Council

Nicole Caine
177 Main St.
Director, Student Council

Laura Cannons
565 Main St.
Director of Bands

Shawn Cannons
565 Main St.
Director of Bands

Kelly Cannons
212 Franklin Rd.
Manager, Student Council
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Director of Bands

Bryan Cannons
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"You are only what you are when you are alone."

---

"When I make music, I'm not thinking about what people think. I'm just trying to make music that's good for me."

---

"Every day is a new beginning."

---

"The power of music is in its ability to transcend language and culture."

---

"In music, there is no enemy. We all share the same language."

---

"Music is the poem that my soul wants to write."

---

"Music is a powerful tool for healing and connecting people."

---

"I believe in the power of music to inspire and uplift others."

---

"Music is a universal language that unites us all."

---

"The beauty of music is that it can touch the hearts of everyone."

---

"Music is a way to express emotions and connect with others."

---

"Through music, we can tap into our deepest feelings and experiences."

---

"Music has the ability to bring joy, comfort, and hope into our lives."

---

"Music is a reflection of the human spirit and its infinite possibilities."

---

"Music is timeless, transcending the boundaries of time and space."

---

"Music is a mirror, reflecting the human condition."

---

"Music is a gift that we can share with others, transcending language and barriers."

---

"Music is a language that speaks to the soul, transcending boundaries and uniting us all."

---

"Music is a powerful tool for bringing people together and creating a sense of community."

---
Where will the seniors be in 2011?

Left: Lauren Chambers definitely has a future as a cage dancer. Below: Jamie Hall practices her royal wave.

Below Left: The student gets his revenge on Jay Crowe.

Brenda Aker: Happily married with kids. A successful pedantic.

Patrice Albright: Still being lazy.

Nuala Aneisti: I will be getting married in Brindisi, with Ashlyn, John Anderson, Rugs and associates.

Jen Apollonio: Shortening in the grove.

Erik Arcuri: On the streets of Florida, calling for one more pineapple!!

David Baich: Rendi, I will still be the Marry.

Danielle Barler: Living on a plantation island near the equator, with a tropical drink in my hand, surrounded by hot guys, gazing at Sarah for my side, getting tan.

John Belfor: Married to my girlfriend, Cameron Cote, and successful.

Amanda Belsky: I’ll still be working with Zoe and we’re the best of friends. I love you, Amy, T. Sylvestre, Peggie, Junie, Rachelle, and all my other chicks!

James Bell: I will be in Wyoming, working with the Pets and Wildlife Service.

Richard Bell: U.S. Coast Guard.

Jonathan Bird: In Africa.

Ashley Black: Sitting at the bar with Nicole.

Valerie Bolding: Still a nurse, now filling out this sheet.

Heather Bonoski: I’ll still be in school, but the other end of the things (a teacher).

Jim Brady: Partying with Z-Man, Big Steven and P. Powers.

Michaele Branch: Married, and enjoying the love.

Patricia Brennan: I will finally know what I want to do with my life.

Shannon Brown: I’ve never had an English degree, and have gone to write my first novel, emulating myself as a freelance writer.

Jessica Brusette: Just stumbling on.

Alicia Burns: I’ll be happily married to my second.
Where will the seniors be in 2011?

Nick Delmenico: Married with a degree in computer science, shopping heirs from Nestle mansion.

Kyla Dennis: Singing in top of the world with my dog's legs flying.

Jackie Dillard: Married to Ron, living in a cabin with dogs, making up my #1 dog's record, and buying bundles of our own record cabinet in rain or shine.

Tracy DGorio: Still crazy in love with dogs with Cain.

Tom Drayns: Still hangin' with my '3D cliffie in the old school, with my girl, but not married.

Lauren DuFeo: Livin' with Sherman and our cats.

Amy Donnelly: A proponent on Broadway, still with Double D, married with a few kids, in a log cabin in NH, bringing in the fields.

Catherine Dowling: Promoting my career as a ride-on the Red Rooster, and still wearing sandals in the winter.

Crystal Duke: Married to Tommy, with all the new things I've never wanted in life, Employed as a social worker.

Amada Eubanks: Working as a successful journalist and happily married to a rich guy who will help me pay for my college education.

Shaynay Fee: Successfully married and a vlog star. Tim Feckey: Still trying to make it in Hollywood and dying during home rooms.

Michael Fenster: Practicing some music.

Jen Ferrone: Married with a degree in science and teaching physical education to elementary children.

Jessica Fieo: Writing, writing, and writing some more. Did I mention I live in the fightin' 5th yet?

Shannon Fitchett: Volunteer I will be a midwife.

Rob Foster: Working as a mechanic, building race cars and drinking.

Jen Fountain: Married with a degree in science and teaching physical education.

Joen Friel: Married to Bob Dylan, waiting in the valley, and still writing on the "offs" book.

Johanna Foss: Being a mechanic, the money, still driving the car.

Stephanie Frazier: Living in a well-established career and one in a senseless relationship or marriage.

Melissa Frey: I believe that I will be a manager at Wendy's some other time.

Brian Freeman: Like... sitting in my car with my family and dog.

Eric Fong: Still driving the semi.

Kristen Foy: Living space with roommate, married to my neighbor.

Cory Ford: Living in a one-bedroom apartment in New York.

Megan Gravina: Living in New Haven through my elementary teacher.

Nicole Gray: Just chilling and still taking "Reds" with the kids!!!

Keri Harad: Out of college making a living as a nurse.

Micaela Garett: Married and R. Rrose, but still jammin' with Jen and Max and Melissa in her bust party.

Mark Gebhardt: In California.

Meghan Gerina: Living in New Haven through my elementary teacher.

Nicole Gray: Just chillin' and still taking "Reds" with the kids!!!

Sandi Gotsch: Married with a degree in science and teaching physical education.

Lauren Hartnett: I will be a chemistry or math teacher.

Matt Hayes: I will probably be happily married with a couple of kids and chilling at a private school.

Tom Hazzard: Married with kids and have a nice house driving the streets of Coventry in my 50s car service Corvette.

Michael Hecht: Married, being a kitchen manager in a restaurant and making all kinds of food.

Justin Holmwood: Wisedoul.

Leah Hoad: Hopefully starting teaching as a high school English teacher.

Catherine Hughes: 25ating, hanging with Tracy in my spare time, driving around.

Jamie Hult: Living in South Dakota helping Indian tribes of all nations become a powerful and strong people, and an archaeologist, married, and some children.

Chad Humphries: Owning my own private jet company as an astronaut.

Biden Jatachek: Out fishing all of my dreams come true in a successful and moving in the woods, with a girl, but not married.

Nicole Jarvis: Still driving around Newport in the Valley with the OLC girls and finally moved into Sayville, still talking to less "fhudd" than I do.

Catherine Jaye: Married, living in a well-established career and one in a senseless relationship or marriage.

Melissa Jeeves: I will be happily married with one or two children, and a soaring career.

Derek Jervis: In the Marine Corps.

Annika Jervis: Married, successful job baby, and still chilling with the Red Rooster and NC crew.

Kim Kallian: Working with animals and remembering the good old days.

Chris Kastel: Still playing on past.

Alison Lachen: I expect to have a car and live in my own apartment, I'll be a 28-year-old teacher's aide, and I'll be making an amazing Salwah Lucas. Still hoping with Hepha, Melissa, Max, and the rest of the crew. Trying to find a real guy and convincing Melissa that Pete's not worth it.

Crystal Lavone: I will be in Maine taking pictures of wildlife with Lucky.

Stephanie Lawrence: Living in a well-established career and one in a senseless relationship or marriage.

Nicole LeClair: I believe that I will be a manager at Wendy's some other time.

Tim LeCato: Pouring in my 2nd Million mansion from winning pull-up.

Petey Libby: Want kind of question is that?

Malcolm Lewis: In the grocery business making good money with a couple different girls and isn't finding something.


Pete Lipps: Living in a high school teaching in my English, and a job in a high tech business.

Eric Long: Still driving the semi.

Kristen Lord: Living space with roommate, married to my neighbor, Caldwell Conn. Live: Like.

Heidi Lund: Married to Timmy Pelletier, out of college, owning my own business, and living with Prunies and Fury.

Stephanie Lunder: Driving around with. Still Hill Road with the Red Sox, still hanging with my Sports Friends.

Mariana Lynx: Keeping it permanent room with Lauren, getting "sainted" with Mr. Moran, and her wedding at Wal-Mart.

Sara Lauren Mattson: Married, living in New York.

Mag Maguire: Still never getting caught.

Evelyn Malor: Still confused, but yet taking pride in making everything okay.

Lucan Manthey: Still confused and scared out, but still talking to friends with the girls to forget about everything.

Mike Manneh: Living in New York on Court Street. Sharing a studio with my roommate.

Elizabeth Markes: Owning my own restaurant and happily married.

Nicole Maroney: Still learning things. Laughter knows it now.

Steve McCandless: Married, living in a nice house with a child, working for Disney.

Jim Massie: I will be exercising my plans for world domination.

Rebecca Metzke: A doctor specializing in women, married to Matt,

with kids on the way.

Caiti McLaughlin: Still active.

Jared McLaughlin: I can't tell right now, but it will be something fun.

Andrea McIvor: A lady lawyer kicking in the criminal justice system.

Randi Lynn Miller: I'll be doing time card reading in my own New Age shop, and I'll be the scary lady.

Jared Miller: I'm going to live high on some aircraft or sleeping on a park bench covered with newspapers.

Amy Mori: Coaching my college basketball team down South where it's warm.

Eve Mulligan: Living a semi-normal kind of life.

Angela Napier: Training to compete in the 2012 Olympics.

Kayla Nadler: Married to my high school sweetheart and living in Coal and walk along the streets.

Matthew Nadler: Relaxing on my private estate, married to Brittany Spears.

Kerry Nasty: Happy to be, and owning a little flower shop.

Stephanie New: Still trying to keep cool. Salwah Lucas doesn't have Pate, trying to find a Salem a nice guy, and still being constantly blown away by Matt.

Sean Newell: I'll be the 28-year-old Bill Gates stuck up over the president of the College of Legal Math League!

Jennifer Niemczyk: Married, children, and a wonderful husband and job. Still dancing, as usual.

Sheryl Padie: Hanging out at Newport Country and living with Lauren.

Jennifer Rankin: I'll be alive and well.

Stephanie O'Neill: Married to Tom and living in our Sunset.

Stephanie Orelli: Married to Doug, pregnant, and teaching.

Aaron Otem: Still blissful at Rye's with my books.

Kathleen O'Reilly: Teaching in an elementary school and married with two kids.

Rob Palmieri: Married my beautiful wife, living in a house in Monroeville Southwestern and living in my 1973 VW.

Steve Paradis: Living at 18 and still palying ball with the boys.

Pamela Sue Pataneau: Living in Florida taking a jilted and "I've had a successful career."

Heather Payne: Still doing music.

Nathan Peacock: No kids. Maybe working somewhere, hopefully. Martisa Pimentel: Cinchin' the pants with the Babes.

Jeanette Pinto: Going to college for law enforcement and becoming what I dreamed to be a detective.

Sarah Privon: Still looking for a mental support from Kelly.

Michelle Prue: Still in New England, an art teacher doing fine art stuff, maybe some fashion design regarding my art work.

Kelly Rabbits: Still needing mental support from Sarah.

James Randall: Still being "The V.S. guy."

Jennifer Rainey: Living in New York City and having the time of my life.

Chris Rice: I will be calling my friends.

Leslie Rinza: Chillin' with Bob Dylan in the strawberry fields and still writing an "offs" book.

Elizabeth Ritch: On tour after successfully graduating from the University of Michigan.


Chris Rock: Invisible (USDF)

Jon Ross: I'll be "fromt to the wind" with my beautiful wife is bringing me a new pet check.

Daniel Rosenthal: Will be rich and driving a BMW.

Matt Safriel: I'll own my own house, have investing gardens and be on MTV in my room.

Drew Thompson: Still working.

Sara Thomson: The only elementary school teacher making a huge amount of money, happily married and have a yellow Ferrari, famous with Tara in Redwood, knows for our cool dance.

Stephanie Toth: Chillin' rich, happy and living large, but I will never forget my girls.


Mike Trapp: Living in garrison with thai and bunch of sexy men.

Jillian Vieira: Late to work.

Tom Viellette: Chillin' with Matt Lieberge on Kevin's van to conch.

Stephanie Wibell: Living in a house, waiting for the telephone call.

Krystal Willifield: Marrying and having my own Animal Feed restaurant.

Resle Winkle: Living in Newport County with the girls.

Mariam Zagorski: Still trying to convince Dan that there's no blackness in me heart, while driving in his "borrowed" van.

Megam Rose Zins: Singing in the sunshine, looking in the rain.
West Bay Career and Technical Center provides juniors and seniors with an opportunity for a hands-on experience and the development of critical thinking skills for future demands.

West Bay is a regional facility servicing students from Connetquot, North Kightington, and Exeter-West Greenbrush. These students are offered a wide range of areas to study. These areas are Child Development, Automotive Technology, Collision Repair, Manufacturing Technology, Graphic Arts, Carpentry, Computer/Electronics, Health Occupations, and Culinary Arts. Culinary Arts has a restaurant, the Kovan Oak Room, open to the public three days each week. They also prepare meals for the Assisted Living Programs sponsored by the Coventry Housing Authority.

West Bay’s students have a chance to participate in many organized activities. Among these activities are Skills USA VICA. Outstanding students compete in local, state, and National Competitions. These students have the opportunity to receive scholarships for continued education.

Several technical areas have established business partnerships. Auto Collision Repair, and Manufacturing Technology observe job shadow, and have open jobs. Child Development students work in day care centers during their junior year, and in elementary school classrooms during their senior year.

Instead of taking traditional final exams, West Bay students are now doing exhibitions. In these exhibitions, students display any projects they had been working on for the quarter or research of a problem and the process of attacking it. They present it to an audience of business and industry partners, parents, and school committees. These people then evaluate the presentations.

Starting next year, West Bay will move to the Coventry High School.
West Bay

Below: Michael Hook reaches into the bucket of Culinary's mystery meat.
Right: Child care teacher teaches student how to color inside the lines. That's way, Paige Ryan and Mejissa Sheldoe!
Right Below: Greg Stimson and Derek Hopkins show us how to edge a board in carpentry.
Below Middle: Crystal is smiling because she outsmarted us and turned off the computer game!
Below Right: The devilsome duo Matt Limberg and Nick Wright are working on a way to sabotage the machine!

Nicole, stop playing with your food! Rob Scelley looks on wondering if she'll get in trouble.

While Chef Rapoza gives directions, Kristin Couture is not paying any attention but instead is watching the photographer and wondering how her hair looks.

Michelle Macarthur is a little disappointed because her cake came out a little flat! This should have been a two-layered cake!

Waitman says "uwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Above: Dan Johnson, Pat Lazarus, and Liana Luce are engrossed in their work.

Above: Look out, Mike, your hand is now caught in the machine as you pose for the camera.

Charlie Cooper and Matt Gravier are trying to plant a virus in West Bay's computer system!

As Mr. Camole looks at his students as he is about to cut off his arm!

Right: Common fantasy to pass Child
cut all you have to do is color inside
the lines. Smile if you think I'm right.
In this shot are Mrs. Thompson, Amy
Donnelly, Stephanie O'Neal, Deanne
Dayton, Joseph Traut, Amanda
Beland, Jean Gracy, Brecky Horton,
Janine Campbell, Paige Ryan, Melissa
Shalnow, Nicole Fontenot, and Ross
McLaughlin.

Below: Derek Briggs, Kevin Kidd, and
Doug Lussier are trying to hot wire a
car.

Below Middle: Stephanie O'Neal is
demonstrating to Amy Donnelly how
to keep in the lines.

Below Right: David Cross teaches the
class after beating up Mr. Cook.
Winter Ball

It was a cold night but with warm memories. On January 26, 2001, Coventry High students danced themselves into a Winter Wonderland. The 2001 winter ball was held at the West Valley Inn. Each table was adorned with gold and silver star-shaped balloons. After a dinner of pasta and meatballs, we took to the dance floor and showed off our moves. The night was especially magical for seniors as it was their last Coventry winter ball. The dance was also special for the juniors because it was their first official winter ball. As we walked outside, the snow fell softly to the ground leaving a lasting mark on all who attended.

Above: Mark Collin and Isaac Moore became gold after changing their spots.
Right: Kelly Neter smiles with glee and who wouldn't being surrounded by Nathaniel Nelson and Ryan Ostrom.
Upper Right: Lauren Milleson and Blake Caracciolo exercise their right to smile.
Top Right: Rachel Welker and Shari Grimm work their perfetced on a dance.

Left: Kevin Leonard dances among his adoring fans.
Above: Josh James and Charlie Cooper show us that they put serious thought into buttoning their shirts up.
Upper Left: Michelle Wilcox and Dan Spaulding let everyone know how well they match.
Top: Holly Amatuzio and Mike Camara pose together before dinner.
Top Left: Matt Garner, Marianne Johns, and John Boyd decide to bring a little culture to the party.
Scavenger Hunt

Where were all the Coventry High School seniors and juniors on the Saturday night before Halloween? They were at school for a night of costuming, scavenging, hunting for clues, eating pizza, listening to music and dancing. The school and surrounding grounds were invaded by Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 1950's poodle skirts and lamplight aviators, pirates, superheroes, the Mafia, Cereal Killers, Smurfs and a myriad of awesome Halloween costumes. The night was planned and chaperoned by teachers who had just as much fun as the students for whom they planned the entire night. There were prizes for best-dressed, scavenger hunt completion and door prizes. Prizes ranged from prize packs from 92 Pro FNL, to CD's, to seats in any Coventry for the winning team. Hunt participants were joined after the Hunt by fellow seniors and juniors along with some sophomores and freshmen for a free dance. Hopefully this was the beginning of a beautiful tradition. The teachers met their mission… and showed the students that they care by planning a safe night.

Top Left: Four little ducks went out to hunt… but first they have an inspirational group hug before kicking some serious tail feathers in the hunt. Top Right: Shannon Fox knows exactly how many flags are on the gymnasium wall.

Above Right: Cacie Cylinski and Jen Linck are not sure for the spoook flag to begin the hunt. They just couldn't grasp the concept of a dance. I wonder how they'll feel about tomorrow.

Above Left: Leah Hoce and Melissa Corbetti, the angels, are shown here with their fallen friends, Shannon Brennan and Trish Brennan.

Middle Left: The vampires stand out with 4 members. They just got hungry. From Left to Right: Dan Martin, Audrey Madron, and Brad Kisin.

Left: Matt tends to his sheep. How else can I keep this caption clean? This group won first place for costumes.

Student Life
Attention
Junior Class:
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to survive the most important, busiest, and most challenging year of high school. You must also add a little fun and the school spirit that will define the character of this class throughout the year. During the year many will begin to write the college application process. Others will find themselves entering West Bay to begin hands-on training for their future careers. And others will continue their journey of finding themselves.

While preparing for future careers and college applications don’t forget to maintain a full social life. In September you must design a winning Homecoming float. You must also take driver’s education, get your licenses, get jobs, and keep a full schedule of extracurricular activities. You must win School Spirit Week in October and have a great time at the Winter Ball and Junior Prom.

This message will self destruct in 5 seconds!!!

Left: Scott Helms plans to Mrs. Hinkle about what he feels is the top science fair project... his.
Above right: Starting on the left: Melissa Nagy, Carina Soto, Megan Cady, Nicole Driver, and Emily Herren pose in the cafeteria during the Hunt.
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Above: Pam Rustar simulates the moment before calling it a day.
Lower Right: Camera-shy Leah McCarty jumps at the chance for a spot in the yearbook with Megan Sayers.
Upper Far Right: The consequence of stealing someone else's puffs, according to Teresa Smith and Cassie Scott.
Top Center: Juliet Bellerose shows that school work can be fun.
The mission has been accepted, and the sophomores of Coventry High are ready for the challenge. With a year of experience at the high school, the students are once again starting over with the familiar teaming and the new block scheduling. The sophomore teams are Princeton, Rutgers, Tufts, Notre Dame, and Villanova.

The year moved right along. Homecoming came and went, and many more events such as the sophomore semi-formal. Many students continued to stay involved in extracurricular activities and contributed to the school community. Both the students and the faculty did everything they could to make it a comfortable learning environment.

Halfway through our high school years, the sophomores of Coventry High look forward to making the next two years better than the ones before. Armed with the knowledge of the mission at hand, we venture forward to new challenges that will lead to accomplishing our individual goals.

Elisha Goldfield threw a fit when we said we couldn’t allow Sophie into the sophomore section, and so we changed our minds.

Tom Dennelly and Nicole Mastrobuca show their much fair project much to Tom’s glee.

Pete Cama says, “I may not understand this stuff, but at least my face is in the yearbook.”

Sophomore Executive Board: Kate Zinoj-Vice President, Shane Falcone - Treasurer, and Tricia Harbour - Secretary

Sophomore Class Advisor: Mrs. Pat Kelly

Class President: Amanda Hebert

Social Committee: From L-R, Chris Odiwano, Jen Daley, Michaela Aleck, Lindsey Russo, Nysa Cliff, Kristen Scanlon, Craig Cohen.
Christopher Card
Jordy Carlson
Lauren Carey
Alex Clachan
Tina Maidal
Avice Clark

Valerie Cerrone
Deirdre Chabot
Michael Chiesa
Annalu Collie
Gray Colton
Zoiey Clark

Nycole Collier
Crissy Colvin
Lauren Codilla
Brian Corbett
Richard Cook
Jonah Cook

Right: Seth Primmer, Jamie Lyons, Kierra Sitara, Lauren Picone, Samantha Simione, Andrew Fallow, Vinnie Russo, and Mike Walsh work cooperatively, especially with the camera around.
Below: Stephanie Sullivan talks with her friends before she logs into a computer.
Below Middle: Philip Deschamps and Danielle Henschman enjoy a light moment in history class.
Below Right: Jeremy Martin works happily on his computer.
Right: Amanda Cirelli, James Tolle, Craig Laparulo, and Lauren Butler are shown at the Freedom Trail in Boston.

Below Far Right: Gina Masiarz enjoys the whooping mass of humanity that is the cafeteria.

Not So Far Right: I'm going for the sound of the captions with this: "Here are a lot of Sophomores."

Below: Sebastian Chevrette embodies the attitude most students have toward school - unfazedastic apathy.
Left. The Sophomore class officers pour the books in their ever-expanding mound.
Aabove Left. Chris Bresnahan makes the books look good for her ever-
admirable crowd.
Above Right. Sarah Primrose wishes her class were as pretty as Kiss Power '86.
Right: Eric Pernatelli has perfected the art ofataschola.
Below: Chris Montroadt demonstrates the behavior of a model student.
Good job, Chris!
Right: Erik Hamill, Amanda Richardson, David Prutz, and Karin Nelson are
hard at work studying the cycle of cells.
Below center: Phil DeStefano strikes a pose while answering his fellow
classmates.
Below right: Don Anacleto tries to stay awake throughout math while
Jarrod Roseme rests his head on his desk, for some much-needed sleep.
Above far left: Majlisa Medjeiro tells her friends the laugh story.
Above, Maggie Milner and Laura Casey give a smile for the camera.
While Matt Ferrara tries to figure out the answer to number 6.
Nicole Katz-Governia's follow classmates concentrate on the words flowing out of Mr. O'Donnell's mouth.
While Joe Bittman is obviously not.
Lali Michelle Tyler laughs at the fact that a camera is actually pointed her way.

Raymond St. Germaine
Casey Sullivan
Michelle Stemp
Nicole Stemp
Michael Stemp
Will Tarr

Christopher Santillo
Corey McHale
Emmanuel Sunday
Samantha Solares
Taylor Sisk
Thomas Stalcup

Thomas Tullioff
Amanda Tully
Christopher Taylor
Samantha Thomas
Alex Thomas
Robert Thuma
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004: Freshmen Class

As we have moved on from the middle school, we enter the high school with anticipation and excitement for the events to happen in these next four high school years. With upcoming events such as Homecoming and the Freshmen Formal, new experiences are around every corner.

In addition to the old traditions, freshmen this year have had the opportunity to be part of many new changes to the school environment, such as block scheduling. The class of 2004 is also the first class of freshmen to be interns. The freshmen teams are Brandeis, Georgetown, MIT, Columbia, and Harvard.

There are many activities to take part in such as sports teams, the radio station, the Interact club, and the school newspaper just to name a few. These extracurricular activities will give the freshmen a chance to meet new people and work with the upperclassmen. High school is a world of new horizons, and with every passing day, we face new challenges and prepare for our futures that will be started here at Coventry High.

Liz Cozzi is thoroughly revolted at the sight of the cafeteria lunch served today that Kate Bentzby seems to be enjoying...

Lainie Regnier holds on to her Hollywood smile while Jamie Walker would rather enjoy her lunch...

Freshman Class Advisor: Tracey Shannon

Freshman Class President: Heather Cayouette

Executive Board Members are Student Council Rep. Tracey Cardone, Alicia Lawlor, Vice President, Treasurer, Camille Cordiero; and Social Committee Chair, Jenna Iacovi.

Social Committee Members include Jan Fuchsham, Jamie Rogers, Nikki St Jean, and Maughan Law.
Above Left: John Giunti works on fixing his pen while Alfred Anzalone beats him to the answer.
Above: R.J. Tonge quietly daydreams between stitches on his sewing project.
Right: Ashley Preston helps Ms. Megan by fitting her to size, then altered.
Left: Kayleigh Dean finds thought that by looking up wouldn't include her picture. Wrong.
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Nicole Brown

Katie Ashburn
Daniel Anzalone
Ashley Ayala
Joseph Ball
Samuel Balentine
Stephanie Bair
Ashley Barnette
Sarah Bauschke
Jennifer Besser
Carley Bice
Lauren Bower
Michelle Bower

Victor Belanger
Robert Belonio
Cara Bensman
Kaye Bensman
Stephanie Berg
Amy Bright

Holly Bright
Michaela Brier
Nabila Blier
Kathy Brown
Katy Brauchle
James Brinkman

Amy Brown
Evan Bunker
Andrew Bousaard
Daniel Bradshaw
Matthew Brodie
Alexandra Boyle

Shane Brodie
Alana Blythe
Cory Brandon
James Breland
Lauren Buis
Jacob Bree

Andrew Brown
Jackie Brown
Shana Brown
Eliana Brown
Matthew Brown
Shelby Brown
Below, Shane Cornwell looks pleased to have gotten another library pass.

Right: Sally Paul tries to hide from the photographer while Meggan Tirelli and Melanie P'Acenok are amused.

Below Middle: The freshmen have their first look at wonderful Pig Day with Mr. Stetson. Fortunately, it's before lunch.

Below Right: Chloe Trane works diligently on her calculator.
Below, Jess DeFeo is model and taking for her class.
Right: Stephanie Barone and John Barbato worry when the bell will ring.
Below Middle: Amanda Mandeville enjoys a private joke.
Below Right: Amanda Cooper completes a final section on her sewing project.
Left: The freshman classmonds new off-clad suit in the Homecoming Parade.
Above left: The freshmen take home jobs for the weekend.
Above right: Sarah Silva captured the friendly and playful spirit of their peers.
Below middle: John, Tracy, and Mike are new among the ranks of their classmates.

Nicole Powers
Theresa Poppe
Emily Perone
Diane Pinto
Mary Rinaldo
Annie Russell
Ashley Rinaldo
Lindsey Rinaldo

Ashley Risley
Ashley Rusito
Ashley Rice
Avery Richards
Ashley Ritter

Alanna Rogers
Alicia Roncella
Sara Ritter
Kerry Rosa
Conor Rosario
David Rosenberg

Melissa Robb
Amy Rose
Cyrus Rabe
Michelle Ruberto
Stephanie Santilli
Christopher Santilli

Jessica Santini
Sarah Santini
Sharon Schiavo
Anthony Scudere
Megan Schofield
Tiffany Schiavo

Ken Severson
Lisa Tann
Nicholas Taranto
Kevin Tann
Ashley Tann
Ashley Sander

Alexander Steiner
Amanda Steiner
Joseph Silva
Stephen Silvia
Lauren Silvia
Esther Silvia

Lucca Simms
Salvatore Simms
Alessia Spinelli
Christopher Stach
Branka Sticht
David Sticht

Ian Smith
Sarah Smith
Kver Sticht
David Smith
Sara Smith
Gary Smith
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Our Mission Debriefers

Superintendent: John Daasy

School Committee Members: Top row, Joseph Butler, Chair, Lawrence Dunbar, Thomas Richards; Front, Scott Chastell, John Daasy (Seated), and William Potter

Principal: Stanley Thoresen

Mary Kelly: Assistant
Superintendent and English

Assistant Principal: John Canale

Assistant Principal: Joseph Maraszczak

Director of Guidance: George Egan
Coventry High School Faculty...Licensed to Teach.

Everyday the teachers of CHS administer missions of all shapes and sizes. Their goal is to challenge students and make them reach their full potential. Our faculty strives to make the best information available to all the students who come through the high school doors. The time they spend teaching is not important as long as the lessons are learned. Using the new block scheduling, teachers are experimenting with new ways to make learning interesting. The faculty does its best to instill a love for learning into the students here. With the guidance given by the dedicated teachers of Coventry High School, the students are able to prepare themselves for the challenges they will face during their transition into the real world. Thanks to these dedicated and caring educators, the students of CHS are prepared to seize the opportunities that will be presented to them after their departure from Coventry High.
Sports at Coventry High School

At CHS a large number of students participate in interscholastic sports. Team sports play a large role in our school, enjoyed not only by the participants but also by the spectators. Athletics helps to bring the school together. The gymnastic team, a relatively new sport to our school, had an outstanding season this year. The team finished first in the state competition. Boy's Indoor Track also did very well this season, placing 1st in the 3600m dash at the class championships. Girls cross country did extremely well also, placing second at the Rhode Island finisher in the New England championships in Vermont. And the Girls Indoor Track had a great season with girls breaking school records in several areas. The next few pages are dedicated to basketball, softball, volleyball, track, gymnastics, and the rest of the teams at CHS. The young athletes in the following pages have shown a sense of pride and dedication, and have brought recognition to our school.

Far left, Erin Mulligan simply says, "Wazzzup!" to a fellow teammate in an act of good sportsmanship. Below: The Coventry High School football team gets the term CHARGED! a whole new meaning. Left: Ryan Dempsey makes a desperate dive to the top of the net to make a last minute spike to win the game.
Girls' Soccer

The Lady Oakers started off the season with a new coach from Ireland. Coach Rustard brought new techniques with him that the girls used to make this a very successful season. The team worked hard and played well all season.

The team finished first place in their division. This was achieved even with several team members sidelined with injuries. The team is losing four skilled and valuable seniors, who will be difficult to replace. Congratulations to the Lady Oakers on their successful season, and best wishes to the graduating seniors.

Below: Laura Hayes dribbles away from the other team and finishes with a great pass.

Right: Here Jan Ferrari dribbles and prepares for a one-on-one shot with the keeper.

Far right: Cara Flyland fights to win a ball against the opposing team. Go Cara Go!

Immediate right: Emily Moore receives the ball and looks to pass it off to a fellow teammate.

Left: Amanda Fish makes a diving save to stop the ball from entering the goal. That was a close one!

Left: Jordi Brown and Stacey Doull make some warmup passes before the game.

Boys' Volleyball

The boys' volleyball team endured a tough season and considered this a rebuilding year. The team had only one senior and three juniors on the 2008 roster. The rest of the squad was composed of sophomores and freshmen. The team was led by co-captains senior Ryan Dempsey and junior Jake Pelletier. Ryan Dempsey was the sole senior on the team.

Fortunately, the team can look forward next year to what was this year's very talented junior varsity team. We look forward to next year's squad which should make a successful transition, looking forward to bring this program back on top of the always competitive Division South Division.

Below: Jason Varney sets the ball to Jake Pelletier who most likely pounded it down for a kill.

Right: Promising sophomore Sean LaPointe serves for an ace.

Far Right: Varsity Captains Jake Pelletier and Ryan Dempsey are shown.

Right: Awesome Coach Deb Carroll is shown as always putting in a good word for the team.

Left: Pelletier and company wait to receive the serve.

Left: Top row from the left: Coach Carroll, Sean Cronan, Matt Lawton, Jake Pelletier, Sean LaPointe, Eddie Carroll
Bottom row from the left: Corey Adams, Ryan Dempsey, Jay Varney, Tom Ambrose

Left: Ryan Dempsey is set to make a perfect pass while Tom Ambrose backs him up.
Girls' Cross-Country: Best in Years!

The cross country team had an overwhelming turnout this year, putting thirty-five girls in meets from early September through the first week of November. The season began with the Inagural First Race at Goddard Park. The varsity team finished second behind South Kingstown, last year's defending state champion. In the four weeks that followed, the team had a record of seven and three in divisional meets, which qualified them for the State Meet.

There were several highlights during the season, including a first place finish at the Columbus Day Race, a first place finish at the East Bay Challenge, a third place finish in the Class Meet, and a third place finish in the State Meet. The girls finished off the season as the second Rhode Island finisher at the New England Championships in Vermont. Individually, the team had several outstanding performances during the season. Kasey Cote, Angela Marigo, Emily Harman, Ashley Phelps, Corey Lucciozetta, Cassie Souza, Meghan O'Grady, and Reilly Chastain competed at the varsity level. Kasey, Angela, Emily, and Ashley earned All-State Honors. Four girls were designated All-Division by the Coaches Association. Kasey, Angela, Emily, and Corey. Kasey and Angela came in sixteenth and seventeenth in Rhode Island, receiving All-State honors. The girls' coach, Cleon Smith, was named Coach of the Year by his colleagues. In retrospect, the girls' cross-country team was the best Coventry has seen in the past two decades. Their number two finish in the state established them as the finest team at C.H.S.

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Kingstown</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Kingstown</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerly</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pequot</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portsmouth</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlo</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narragansett</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middletown</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Right: Angela Marigo running strong.
Far Right: Kasey Cote spots past blockers.

Above: This year's seniors, Angela Marigo and Jen Dickey.

Left: Ashely Phelps is leading the pack.
Boys Soccer

Soccer is a reflection of personal interest for the sport we love. This year's season was a rebuilding year with a spunky new coach, Sean Curtin and assistant coach Rick Frigon. They will have a good season next year because they learned from their mistakes this season. Many leaders on the team were seniors including Sean Parenteau, Pat Hyland, Mike St. Amand, Andrew Rollins, also junior Jeff Thibodeau. Jeff was the backbone of the team and fortunately for CHS, will be returning next year.

Even though the season record showed that they were not among the top in the league, the team still had much fun. This was demonstrated by the taco feasts before the games, something that quickly became a ritual.

Above: Mike St. Amand takes a break from cheering to smile at our camera.

Far Right: Jeff Thibodeau, Ryan Kettle, Jim Delel, and Andrew Rollins are shown defending their goal. Right: Ryan Kettle is here pulling a move.

Top Right: Jeff Thibodeau is looking up while waiting for the ball.

Middle: Top row (left) Sean Parenteau, Shawn Curtin, Jeff Thibodeau, Ben Sheldon, Pat Hyland, Andrew Rollins, Eric Boivin, Ryan Kettle, Mike Fish, Frank D'Amore, Mr. Rick Frigon. Bottom row (left) Andy Rodi, Derek Parenteau, John Housie, Mike St. Amand, Alfred Ancone, Devon Walsh (ball boy), and Jimmy Deley.

Bottom: Pat Hyland, Sean Parenteau, Mike St. Amand, Ben Sheldon, Frank D'Amore, and Andy Rollins all pose for the camera.
Boys Basketball

The 2000-2001 Boys Basketball season started off with a bang as they began the season with a 4-1 record and a Tournament Championship in the annual West Warwick Holiday Tournament. Steve Mello and Jeff Supper were named to the All-Tourney Team and team captain Ryan Shibley was named the MVP. Also, in the annual Coventry Credit Union Classic Holiday Tournament, the Oakers defeated the Mariners of Narragansett to gain a place in the championship game. The Oakers played a hard game but in the end fell a little short to the Skippers of North Kingstown. Joe Deluca and Ryan Shibley were named to the All-Tourney Team. This year the Oakers were joined by first year Head Coach Ed Mathison and returning assistant coach Billy Tenaglia.

Below: The Oakers this year were Steve Mello, Capt. Ryan Shibley, and missing is Matt Buceette.

Right: #32 Joe DeLuca slides a jump shot in the face of a Cranston East Thunderbolt defender.

Far right: Head Coach Ed Mathisien and Assistant Coach Billy Tenaglia discuss strategy for bringing the Oakers to victory.

Right: The 'Polish Power' Peter Andrzejczak stuffs a Cranston East Thunderbolt.

Below: Jesse Crisman, #22, dribbles the ball and looks to make a pass.


Left: #3 Steve Mello powers the ball up the court past a Cranston East defender.
Football

As they were told "under the successful as they wanted, they made score board," this year's team had up for it with all the fur they had. From great potential, unfortunately, making up sticks for each other, the team was not as successful as they hoped. There were a few key Orients, and remembering frames injuries that hurt the team, both physically and mentally. Success "Automatic." "Where's my this year came against Warwick secondary," and "You win a cookie." Vets, Pilgrim, and Middletown the football team made sure that this year was a fun one regardless of their record. One has to admit that they all took game spirit in their new jackets. Team captains receive a chance All-State Lineman Michael Campbell, Todd Southard, and out of Steve St. Amand. Vinnie Michael Galloza Whatever the players lost by not being as

Below: Football ends #14 Team St. Amand and #5 Todd Southard, warm up on the field before the game.

Right: #21 Vinny DeRusati tries to break outside on a run, while #5 Todd Southard and #55 Colton Better plan their move.

Right: #72 Joe Delaes kicks an extra point as #55 Todd Southard holds the ball.

Above: #84 John Spagnudich and #55 Colton Better attack the Cranston East quarterback as the football flies through the air.

Left: #83 Todd Southard delivers a pass downfield while #29 Josh Fusco leads a Cranston East pass rush.

Above: #23 Steve St. Amand tackles through approaching the Thunderbolt defense, #20 Josh Fusco attacks.

Left: The Delasers offense is down and ready to attack on Homecoming day.

Left: #77 Mike Galloza and #84 John Spagnudich get in on a tackle.
Girls Basketball

The Lady Osier Basketball team was plagued with injuries this season. One of our captains, center Cheryl Nolte and Erica Howes, another strong player, were both sidelined for much of this season. Both girls had knee injuries and were sorely missed. Lauren Pirotta, a promising sophomore, missed a number of games due to knee injuries as well.

Senior Amy Morin had a strong season and was high scorer for the team. Playmaker Kelly Nester, another senior, proved to be an invaluable member of the team. Three seniors are graduating, but with five juniors, as well as strong sophomores and freshmen returning, the girls basketball team should look forward to a strong season next year.
The boys' indoor track team did very well this season in only its third season here at CHS. Led by seniors captains Matthew Taylor and Tom Hazard, the team placed 5th in the division meet and 6th in the city meet. Matt Taylor had an almost undefeated dual meet season losing only once and placed 1st in the 300 meter dash at the city championships. Tom Hazard led the team in the 3000 and 10000 meter events scoring many points for the team in both. Senior John Urwin also scored for the team and was a member of the 4x4 relay team.

Being a predominately young team other noteworthy were juniors John Reagan in the 400 meter and Mike Vigni in the 1500 meter as well as sophomore Elliot Crist in the 300 meter.

Upper Right: Matt Taylor waiting for the results after finishing the finals in the 4x4 meter dash.
Far Right: Team captains Tom Hazard and Matthew Taylor take time from leading their team to pose for us.
Above: Tom Hazard fights his way through the pack in the 3000.
Direct Right: Mike Vigni pulling into the lead of the 1500.
Girls' Gymnastics
1st in the State!

The Girls Gymnastics Team had yet another fantastic season, finishing the regular season 1st in the state. Coaches Miss Lips and Robin Andrews gave their continual support throughout the season. The team was led by senior Captains Melissa Mao and Kelly Rabihm, who individually scored their personal bests in the all-around competition. Mao (54.40) and Rabihm (54.40), qualifying them for the nominators in Madison, Wisconsin.

Other all-around competitors include juniors Megan Joseph, Alyson Andrews, and Rebecca Hargreaves. Joseph helped the team by breaking several personal and school records including all-around (55.3). Alyson came back strong this season after a serious back injury to pull through for the team. Rebecca, another all-around competitor on the team, was unfortunately injured near the season's end. Sophomore Amy Dinwoodie, along with freshmen Lauren Varney and Kaitlyn Martin also stepped up in the all-around, qualifying for the States. Competing on individual events were sophomores Kristina Scannell on floor, Amanda Ferrer on vault and bars, Amanda Salzal on beam and floor. Overall, the team performed very well this season.

Above: Senior Captain Melissa Mao (right) and Kelly Rabihm (left) score high in the all-around competition to help boost the Kutunom team this season. Top Right: All-arounder Lauren Varney strikes a similar pose on the balance beam.

Right: Team Captain Melissa Mao, one of the team's top performers on the beam, impresses the judges with her splits jumps.

Left: Senior captain Melissa Mao and junior Megan Joseph perform a mirror image of a ring leap. Below left: Preparing for the Girls Gymnastics team, Top to bottom, left to right: Amy Dinwoodie, Amanda Salzal, Kristina Scannell, Kimih Abe, Kelly Rabihm, and Kristina Scannell. Below: Kristina Scannell, a sophomore on the team, is a specialist on the floor, but poses on the bars.
Girls Indoor Track

With captains like Jen Ferrant, Michelle Beach, Carol Hughes, Shannon Tower and Cassie McArdle, the Girls Indoor Track Team was headed to a great season. Every morning and afternoon practice vigorously everyday and tried their hardest at every meet. The girls had really support from their two coaches, Mr. Whetselme and Ms. Horstman who gave constructive criticism and recognition whenever it was deserved. To the end all the hard work and support paid off with a season, even last season, being only one. Now the girls had to wait for the inevitable to come... the state championships. The championships were held on the Saturday of February vacation and were over in no time, earning Conway third in their division.

The Girls’ indoor track team had many leaders. For long distance Angela Marquis, Emily Heron and Kaye Cote were the leaders. Ashley Phillips and Valerie Koleciuswki placed for middle distance. Jen Ferrant earned leads placing in both hurdles and high jump. Freshman Loryna Sh współpracors was the only leader for sprinting. Lastly, Jessica Pico and Amanda Fish both placed for themselves. All the girls on the track team this season got in 105% and shows.

Top right: Jess Pico gets ready to throw the hammer
Above: Shari Lynn Ceramasso and Cassie McArdle practice the pole.
Direct Right: Leslie Marchand needles herself for the next big track.
Far Right: Shannon Tower and Cara Hughes are down on the line getting ready to sprint.
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Hockey

The 2000-2001 CMS varsity hockey team had its ups and downs this year. The team began the season with high hopes and a 2-0 win over North Smithfield in its first game. Unfortunately, the team was unable to maintain its high-play and had a record of three wins, twelve losses, and two ties with two games remaining in the season. Laying them out of the playoff hunt. However, the team never gave up and kept going strong right until the end. The Oakers were inspired by the arrival of new assistant coach Brad Vonna and volunteer assistant coach Chris Duguay.

Captain Glenn Davenport, along with assistant captains DJ Hoole and Nick Dalmezzo, did their best to keep the team's morale up throughout the season. Leading scorers for the Oakers this year included Hoole and freshmen Andrew Lafferty, each with ten points, and sophomore Pat Fratelli, scoring nine points. This year's freshman class is one of the best in recent memory and will be contributing greatly to the program for the next three years. Look for next year's seniors James O'Connor and Gary Hill to lead the team through the 2001-2002 season.

Upper Left: Senior team members from left to right: Brian Vonna, DJ Hoole, Glen Davenport, Nick Dalmezzo, and Zach Podgorski.

Middle: The whole team with backs row (left to right): Michael Egan, Chris Duguay, Russ Casey, Patrick Fratelli, James O'Connor, Gary Hill, Thomas Gooden, Ron Francesco, Joel Hughes, Peter J. Fletcher, Teo Losnitski, Geoff Bouchard. Coach Glenn. Middles row (left to right): Brian Vonna, Daniel Hoole, Glen Davenport, Nick Dalmezzo, Zach Podgorski, Joseph TeMaratea. Front row (left to right): Greg Millett, Sean O'Connor, Lindsay Dalmezzo, Andrew Lafferty.

Above: Coach Egan and Coach Vonna wondering what line they should put out next.

Top Right: DJ Hoole back checking for the Knotty Oakers.

Right: Gary Millette's shoulder has famous tap dancing move on the ice.

Far Right: Gary Hill "What am I going out next coach?"
Girls Tennis

The girls' tennis team had a fun season with both wins and losses. Coach Sutyla led the girls along with the team's captains, Nikiki Theroux, Jessica Fico and Kelly Nester. Throughout the season the team tried their best to succeed. The girls had a great season and concluded the season with their traditional senior day celebration. This celebration was coordinated by Jen Mainelli, Katie Muschiano, Laura Papa and Chelsea Dinn. Great Season Girls! Good Luck next year!

Above: Katie Muschiano and Jen Mainelli are friends off the court as well as on the court. Left: Stephanie Ferrara sets up for a shot. Right: Jen Mainelli getting ready to serve. Far Bottom Right: Jess Fico serves it up!

Top: Team Captains for the year are Jess Fico, Nikiki Theroux, and the seniors, Kelly Nester.
Middle: The whole team is shown from left to right, Top Row: Nikiki Theroux, Jess Fico, Deana Corelli, Laura Papa, Jen Mainelli, Katie Muschiano; Bottom Row: Kristina, Kate Perdew, Emma Marone, Samantha Stefano Ferrara.

Credits: Kyle Stenger, Nicole Ayako, Chelsea Dinn, Carrie Shaylaane
Bottom: Katie Muschiano shown acting like herself.
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Boys' Cross Country

Mr. McKenna, the Boys' new Cross Country coach, brought a refreshing new spirit and camaraderie among the runners. This fresh approach will only be developed further in the coming seasons. In all, the team had a mixed season this year. The team is still building, being in its infancy since it began two years ago. With a stronger indoor track team, the prospects for next year look very bright. Seniors Matt Taylor, Tom Hazard and Derek Jarvis had a successful season. We wish them luck in their future careers.

In the above picture, the Cross Country Captains Tom Hazard and Derek Jarvis are shown.

Below are the three team seniors Matt Taylor, Tom Hazard and Derek Jarvis.

Above: The Boys' Cross Country Team are shown, with top row from left: John Reagan, Tom Hazard, Matthew Taylor, Lucy Petrie, Zack Dyer, and Derek Jarvis and Coach McKenna. From left to right are Mike Marconick, John McDonough, Kyle Blanchette, Matt Brown, Steven Nix, Matt Lyons, and Brian Mulligan.

Cheerleading

One very talented group of athletes at Coventry High School is the cheerleading squad. There are actually a few squads who cheer for different teams, including basketball and wrestling, football and hockey. A select group is chosen to be the competition cheerleaders. Working very hard throughout the year, the girls participate in many competitions across New England, even in Florida Gardens, Virginia. This incredible team has a difficult routine packed with dancing, stunts and gymnastics. Together, the squad has mastered their skills and performed at a very competitive level. Whether on the competition squad, or cheering on the home team, the Oakies, these girls always demonstrate the Coventry school spirit.

Above: Left The field cheerleading squad is shown at the Homecoming Game, top left to right: Stephanie Halley, Audra Lavoie, Pam Copes, Pam Stanzen, Brittany Caramore, Sarah Debolt, and Claire Goveca; front left to right: Amanda Derosier, Jill Housie, Lindsay Rancic, Kayla Matter, Erin Malan, Lauren Mohlman, Patrice Abner, Nicole Gray, Nicole Huggo, Erin Cote, Michelle Morin.

Above: The competition cheerleaders are shown performing their incredible pyramids.

Left Middle: The Hockey Cheerleaders are shown gathered at their game from left to right: Lauren Carole, Jessica McKay, and Jem McNally and from Sarah Stinson and Megan Woods.

Left: Melissa Mao holds Homecoming Queen Sara Lyons, at the Homecoming Game while the cheerleaders look on.
Wrestling

The Coventry Boys' Wrestling team had high hopes early in the season. Many of the returning wrestlers were very talented, but the team lacked depth. Coaches Charles Gauthier, Brian Smith, Kevin Hennessy, and Mike Basacca spent a lot of time and effort working with the boys who came out for the team. Seniors Drew Thompson, Mike St. Amand, Matt Walker, Justin Chen and Derek Hopkins wrestled well, but the team did not have enough wrestlers overall. It was a disappointing season, finishing 9th overall in the state. Next year should be a more promising year since we have some very talented underclassmen.

Above: Mike St. Amand tries to psyche out his Warwick visitor opponent.
Left: Senior Drew Thompson, Mike St. Amand, Justin Chen and Matt Walker.
Below: Derek Hopkins attempts a take down.
Below Left: Mike St. Amand plans his next move.

Left: Team Photo. Top Left to Right: Assistant Coach, Brian Smith, Ron Andrews, Kevin Hennessy, Mark Melkonian, Fandu Catto, Tom Ray, Doby Thermann, Middle: Mike St. Amand, Coach, Kevin Hennessy, Steve St. Amand, Jesse Valdes, Dan Lewis, Rich Frediani, Lee Rubenstein, and Coach Charles Gauthier. Bottom: John Gioberti, Sean O'Gorman, Justin Chen, Drew Thompson, Pat Lilly, Mike St. Amand, Matt Walker, and Vinny D'Aresto.

Above Left: Captains Mike St. Amand and Drew Thompson prepare for a serious match.
Above: Vincent D'Aresto has a last gasp tricking his opponent. For Left: Lee Rubenstein prepares to dip his opponent's arm, surprising him.
Left: Dan Lewis shakes his opponent's hand at the start of the match, actually confusing him.
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Intro to Student Life

As those of us at CHS look back upon our year, we now know that we can say "Mission Accomplished!" Between the academic and the extracurricular, our successes have definitely outweighed our losses. Although some of our losses did set us back, we know that we had to keep going on, and so we continued to move forward. Our persistence kept pushing us to the limit.

Our successes have been so numerous that it would be impossible to mention them all. The graduating class of 2001 set the pace for our academic successes, and all of the underclassmen managed to keep up. On the extracurricular side we had our Girl's Track team winning many victories, the Drama Club winning in the statewide competition with "Bang, Bang You're Dead," Concert Chorus going to Disney, and the school radio station, WCVF, taking to the airwaves with the next generation. Even though all of this may sound like a lot, it is still not all that happened this year. It is too hard for one person to try to keep up with all of the aspects of student life here at CHS, and that is where the yearbook comes in, it helps us to remember.

As you turn the pages of this book, you can look back on all that we have accomplished in 2000-2001, and remember the joy that was found when we succeeded. We all remember different stories, ideas, and friends, but the one thing we remember the same way is how great a year it was. Now that it is over, we can turn the pages of this book, pages filled with friendly faces and fond memories, and be filled with a real sense of pride as we honestly say to ourselves and to everyone, "Mission Accomplished!"

---

Yearbook

The yearbook's mission is to produce a yearbook of exceptional quality that will arrive on time at the end of the school year. Each year, members of the yearbook staff put in hours of hard work to produce a book that will neither be a joke nor a memory. Our editor was Amanda Auer, who, along with the rest of the yearbook staff, started working on "Mission Accomplished" last June and completed it this spring. Our staff was comprised of people with various talents. Yearbook needs people who have good writing skills, computer skills, photographers, as well as people to handle the financial portion of the publication process. Belonging to the yearbook staff requires a large commitment, staff members meet for a minimum of one and a half hours each week, and on the occasional Saturday. Students also work on pages during their study periods. However, all of the time and effort that was put into publishing this year's book has certainly paid off and we are proud in saying "Mission Accomplished!"

---

Top Right: Megan Zink practices playing accompanied by Joe Knott and Nolan Taylor.
Middle Right: ropes D'Alfonso rehearses spells in the library during October, probably around Halloween.
Left: A bird's eye view of the science fair filling the library. From the above balcony.
Above: Laura Osley and Katie O'Byrne wait to impress the judges after school.

162 Student Life
National Honor Society

The National Honor Society (NHS) is a group of students dedicated to serving both the school and the community. In order to be candidates for the society, students must maintain a 3.65 GPA throughout their four years in high school. Together with academic excellence and scholarship, the NHS strives to foster character, service, and leadership among its members—qualities that are necessary in order to build strong, future leaders. This year, members of NHS fulfilled the society's standards by participating in community service activities, devoting time to both the community outside of Coventry High School and the community within the school itself. Students participated in the annual Adopt-A-Family program during the holiday season, and through a car wash and bake sale, they raised money that will go towards gifts for the school and the community at the end of the year. In May, members of the National Honor Society will gather for the annual Principal's Reception where they will celebrate their accomplishments and their good deeds of the past year. NHS Night, they will also celebrate the further acquisition of these four characteristics that the society has installed within them—scholarship, leadership, service, and character.

Left: The whole National Honor Society assembles in the library before going into the auditorium for last Spring's NHS Night ceremony.

Below is Erin Arend, this year's president of the Honor Society.

Interact

The Interact Club is a club that is dedicated to helping people in need. The club has in excess of forty members, and they all take part in numerous projects throughout the year. The club is also under new advisor, Mrs. Carroll.

Interact kicked off the year with their 2nd annual Tomorrow Fund Tag Day in which they raised over $1,500. The Tomorrow Fund is an organization which financially and emotionally aids children with cancer and their families. The club is also planning on wrapping gifts at the Providence Place Mall for the Tomorrow Fund, with proceeds going to the children.

The club has two more big events for the 2000-2001 school year, Holiday Bash 2000 and a town-wide talent show to benefit the Make-A-Wish Foundation. In addition to these ambitious plans, the group participates in Adopt-A-Family, participates in yard clean-ups for senior, and works with local nursing homes. The Interact Club is sponsored by the Pawtuxet Valley Rotary Club, who aids Interact in their endeavors.
D.E.C.A.
Distributive Education Clubs of America

Covington High School
D.E.C.A. (Distributive Education Clubs of America) successfully obtained and delivered over 3,000 Christmas presents to approximately 3,000 needy people this year. D.E.C.A. had approximately 160 students throughout the Kent County area participating this year. Since this project was the National D.E.C.A. Championship for Communal Awareness, this is the fourteenth year the project has served the needy and elderly.

The presents go to ALL the needy families from Covington's Department of Human Services, all of Covington's elementary schools, needy students, and once in Covington Middle and High School, 725 C.Y.F. children, 199 Spring of Life Church Homeless children, 52 homeless children from St. Mary's Homeless Shelter in Poughkeepsie, such as the McCauley House, Amos House, Advent House, and St. Anthony's House. D.E.C.A. even has a 350 middle school home-town shelter in New York that receives presents from this project. Riverway Roberts Health Center and Woodpecker Hill are the residences receiving presents from this project annually.

The project also organizes a school-wide "Adopt-a-Family" program where ALL of the club and activity advisors purchase Christmas dinner, clothes, and presents for the family D.E.C.A. assigns them. The families come from Covington's Department of Human Services. D.E.C.A. students sell "Giddy Grahams" providing each club and advisor $25 per child to shop for their families.

Reachout

The best of the Christmas project is when D.E.C.A. holds its annual Christmas party for our Reachout students. One of our students even plays Santa this year! He was Jay Mortan and his elf was Bebby King. The other students pass out food and presents to all the students and guests. Each guest receives several presents and the students get to socialize. Reachout students spend time throughout the year working with these students, learning how to deal with some of the disabled population and eventually some of these jobs in this field.

Above Left: Angela Apollonio sporting a Coventry Police uniform as Santa (an Atom) for some special gifts this year.
Left Middle: Alicia Valdivieso is shown receiving her gift from Santa and ready to shake his hand in thanks. Bebby King, Santa's elf, looks on.
Below: Aaron Popkin looks pretty happy after receiving his present.
Below Left: David Smith shows how to wear a jacket. Meghan Granieri and Stott look on. Mr. Alves reads the next present.

Text: Shown from far right to left: Jay Mortan, Bebby King, Jeff Peacock, and Nicole Santos check the hundreds of lists of the recipients for the D.E.C.A. project. Above: Nicole Yoshida and friends pile more presents in the auditorium. Eventually, the whole auditorium is filled with gifts as part of an organizational effort.

Left: Mr. Alves, the organizer of this effort, is shown in the Reachout office. Santa was reading gifts for distribution.
WCVY

WCVY is on the air! That's right, CHS has their own radio station. In fact we have the only high school station in the state of Rhode Island. The members of WCVY did a lot of work to bring music and news to the people this year. DJs on the station took time off from their class schedule to play the music that you want to hear, while the news staff made sure that the DJs could play containing the day's top news stories. The station has been around for many years, and some of your parents may even have been involved with it when it first took a name for itself.

This year, a lot of work had to be done to keep the station running in top form. This included hiring many newspeople, DJs, and another production staff. WCVY rose to the challenge. Now as they prepare for the semester to be over, station members look forward to next year when they will be starting a new experience. Until next year, this is 91.5 WCVY signing off.

Right: WCVY's talented officers: Mike Daley, Jackie DiLillo, Chris Lello, Amanda Palomo and Dan Pizzino. Top Right: Matt DiLillo and Mike Daley show WCVY's latest technology. (It works!!)

Below Left: WCVY staff: Adam Harris, Chris Lello, Matt DiLillo, Mike Daley, Dave Pizzino, Mike O'Leary, Katie Ferdinardi, Ben Costello and Mr. Ferrara.

Below Right: "Dedicated Azriel Gomez delivers listeners during her show.

ROTC

The AFROTC unit has been active in both the school and in the community. In the school, the ROTC unit has served as escorts for parades during Parent-Teacher Night. The unit has also done community service in several ways. One way they help is by working at the Touro School's Health Fair. Another community service is volunteering at local food banks. A few of the AFROTC cadets are usually members of the drill team; present the honor guard of the national events at the Chans graduation. This ceremony honors all of the American POWs and MIAs.

The AFROTC unit also competes in local and national drill competitions. At the National Carrier Team, and this year the AFROTC unit placed third in the Air Force Nationals in Montgomery, Alabama. The cadet team placed first in their division at the Regional Championships in Gloucester, Massachusetts. The Color Guard also did well in Gloucester, picking up first place in each of their events.

Recruiting is also done by the ROTC cadets at the Middle School. If you ever think of joining a military service, talk to a member of the AFROTC unit. The ROTC offers a lot of the other options in the program: scholarships for those who want to go to college, advanced rank, and pay (for those who want to enter the military).
The Entry

Coventry High School's newspaper, "The Entry," comes together under the leadership of Senior editors, a dedicated staff, and a new adviser, Ms. Julie Lima. Amanda Falcone, as Editor-In-Chief, leads the team of editors in their endeavors.

A major goal of this year's staff was to make the newspaper more inclusive. The West Bay Career and Technical School is now part of regular coverage. "The Entry" staff has made many changes in the layout and outward appearance of the paper, as well. Matt Magazine, layout editor, has been at the heart of most of these changes.

One of the changes that has made the paper more professional is giving it the look of a normal folded paper. This took a great deal of effort to do, and the staff worked very hard to find inexpensive paper to make the cover page priceless for this year.

Model U.N.

The United Nations unites representatives from countries around the world in New York City. The members discuss and debate a number of issues that are relevant to their country. The club advisor is Ms. Torren. Officers include Rachel Maxwell (Secretary General), David Petrarca (Under Secretary), Jen Taylor (Treasurer), and Tim Mitchell (Secretary of Communications). The club is well organized and has a constitution and a weekly agenda. The Model U.N. is looking forward to attending an international conference at the U.N. Headquarters in New York City where our members can exchange ideas and views with students from all over the world.
The Coventry High School band has had a great year, from the football games to the parades, right down to the festivals. The band started off with great spirit at the marching practices and varsity football games. Members of the band performed at the halftime show at the Homecoming game and again at the Thanksgiving Day game.

The band department's first Winter Concert was held in December. This concert included the concert and jazz band, as well as several solos and duets. March came up faster than expected and the band began preparations for the St. Patrick's Day parade. In April, the RIME Band Festival was quickly approaching where every year the band achieves high standards. In the spring, the music department went to Disney World where the band performed in the festivals and then had an enjoyable time in Disney World. After the festival there was a banquet where awards were given to outstanding instrumental sections and bands. After returning from the trip the spring concert swiftly approached. As expected, it was a great success. To end another excellent year, the band marched in the Memorial Day parade. The annual band banquet was a time to look back on the year together and reminisce about good times.

Above: The marching band leads the way for the Homecoming Parade.

Top Left: Drum Major, John Umbrich, directs the marching band at the Homecoming half-time show. Above Right: The band's percussion and brass section includes (left to right) David, Dan, Mike, Jody, Jeff, Bob, Adam, and Adam. Below left: Members of the band include (left to right) Chris, Eli, and John. Below Right: Members of the band include (left to right) John, Chris, and Eli. Below: Members of the band include (left to right) John, Chris, and Eli.

Chorus

The Coventry High School chorus had an excellent year. Their year started off with the Winter Concert, which included performances by the concert and select choruses as well as several solo performances. Every year the choruses achieve high standards, and this year was no different. On May 10, the choral department held their annual spring concert. After the festival, the choruses attended an awards banquet and then headed off for Disney World for choral competitions. To close the year, the annual Choral Banquet was planned for June, when the students and teachers look back on their year, remembering the good times and looking forward to the many more to come.

Above: Part of the 70 member concert chorus poses for their yearbook picture along with Mr. DeMarco and Ms. Zanmorelli.

Left: The Coventry High choruses are (left to right) Jennifer, Andrea, Kate, Sarah, and Ali. Below: Members of the choruses include (left to right) Jennifer, Andrea, Kate, Sarah, and Ali. Below Right: Members of the choruses include (left to right) Jennifer, Andrea, Kate, Sarah, and Ali.
Drama: #1

This year, the dramatic aspect of Coventry High has gone through several renovations, with the first being the new advisor, Mr. Wilkinson. After last year's successful rendition of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, he is taking on the reins of overseeing and establishing a Drama Club and department, relating all aspects of theatre, from acting and directing to lighting and sound, with Brad Klam as President and Melissa Corbett as Vice President.

The first production for the school ended, Bang, Bang, You're Dead, a serious play concerning the aftermath of school-related shootings, was taken to competition, winning first place in the state. Matt Marshall won for top actor and the cast won best ensemble. Because Bang, Bang, was so successful, winning in the state competition, the school performance of Arthur Miller's The Crucible, was changed. Instead, the state winning show is going on the road sending a powerful message to other schools in the state and performing at the New England competition in New Hampshire at the end of April. The Coventry High stage has never seen such success, and we are quite certain that the best is yet to come.

Above: Matt Marshall star of the competition play, "Bang, Bang, You're Dead," is shown in a lighter moment. Middle: Mr. Wilkinson, the Drama Advisor and teacher, enlists the class with the Linda Right. Taking a break between scenes, are Jessica Sperling and Melissa Corbett, stars of the play "The Crucible," the spring performance.

S.A.D.D.

SADD, or Students Against Destructive Decisions, is a fairly new club to Coventry High School. The club was founded in the middle of last year by Jessica Templeton, who is also the president of the club. This year SADD planned and executed SADD Day. On this day club members dressed in black and "died" every half hour to represent the fatalities caused by drunk driving. On a similar note, SADD also planned a week-long car crash to take place during the spring. SADD members also participate in Teenspirit, a leadership week sponsored by Mothers Against Drunk Driving, or MADD. SADD is just starting as a club with immense potential. The club has a great deal to contribute to our community in its crusade against drugs, underage drinking, and the consequences of these avoidable actions. Under the leadership of new years' President Per Tidwell and Vice President Ashley Moore, SADD will surely thrive and succeed in the years to come.

Top photo: A bunch of SADD members are shown here looking directly into the camera: from left to right are Adrienne Oberg, Ashley Moore, Jessica Sperling, Jessica Templeton, Meghan Smith, Erim Mulligan, Erin Killen, Nikki Jarvis, Minute Jansen, and Ian Tidwell. Center photo: Shows SADD officers who are, from left to right, Nikki Jarvis, Erim Mulligan, Ian Tidwell and Jessica Templeton who show that the simplest things can be hilarious when you are drug-free.

Right: The bulletin board by the main office displays tributes from SADD Day.
CAREER DAY

This year, as in the past, CHS had a day that we set aside and dedicated to finding out more about careers that students might like to work in after college. The students were to choose three jobs that they might enjoy knowing more about, and people from the community who have these jobs came into the building to tell us about them.

This year over a hundred different jobs were represented. The speakers told everything we might need to know about these potential careers, up to and including what type of education you need, and what the jobs are really like after you land them. This day was planned not only to assist students in their career choices for the future, but to show those in the community who have these jobs that they are appreciated, and that the next generations interested.

MAKING SOME CHANGES

As you might know, a bond issue affecting Coventry High School was passed this year giving the whole school system thirty-four million dollars for expansions and renovations. Part of the plans include CHS. As a result of this, the school board has made a very interesting decision. CHS will have an addition put on that will bring West Bay to the Vocational School, to our campus.

The construction began in March of 2001, and is slated to end by September of the next school year.

This addition will make a dramatic difference in the high school experience for all of the students. For those who travel back and forth from West Bay, they will have more of a real high school experience. While for those students who stay at the high school, there will be more career exposure, because it will be possible to take Vo-Tech classes as electives. Altogether this should prove to be a great, horizon-expanding experience for all.

Above: Mr. Dilbeck explains career day proceedings to the volunteers.
Top Right: Coventry Attorney Gregory Hagar tells us a story full of humor. Kind of scary isn't it?
Right: Chef Vadasz explains the wide world of Culinary Arts to really hungry students.

Left: These are the plans for the first floor main section of the building. Notice the swimming pool near the gymnasium. There are many more classrooms and room to further your education.
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**Student Council**

Student Council is an after-school activity where students work together to make CJS a better place. It's also a great way to get involved in the school. If you're a leader, you will fit in well, and if you don't think you can lead, student council can help you discover your talents. Members go to leadership conferences with top speakers and great games and activities. This year's president is Audrey Modders.

Student Council members take part in numerous activities and meetings all year. Some of the activities include the Homecoming Dance and Game, Variety Review and Spirit Week. Student Council also has smaller events such as Intergenerational and Secret Pal. This year included a school-wide event welcoming the students of different careers.

Student Council organizes leadership conferences at Alton Jones' Campus, SLTP (Student Leadership Team Reflection Program) and held in the summer. We also have members and teachers on the National Student Council Corporation. Student Council is an great way to be part of the school and to have a lot of fun at the same time.

Above: In the auditorium, see how the students keep up attention on the speaker.

Above: The world of having school start so early.

Above Right: Jessica Speck's favorite part of class is when Laura Big Cucumber, and tries to hide it with that "innocent" smile.

Below: What did she say?!

---

**Dance**

Dance is an expression of oneself and the Coventry High School Dance Team always tries their hardest to show their audience what they are expressing.

The charismatic team is led by Coach Ms. McKenna and seniors, Sara Lyons and Amanda Burns. The team can often be found on the football field, making halftime at high school football games both a fun and energetic time for all.

The Dance Team has existed in the high school for three years now. They have been improving each year, and hopefully will be for many years to come.


Above: At this games it may look like the game, Lamp Frog, but another look shows that it is the CJS Dance Team performing their acrobatic moves at this year's Homecoming Game.

Above: As the band sets the beat, the dance team begins their show.
Amanda:
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us.”
Your awards and accomplishments have been many, but the one we are the most proud of is the person you have become along the way. You have never compromised who you were to achieve any of your goals. The world is a better place because of you.
We love you, Mom, Dad, Shane and Zachary

Congratulations Shannon!
From our precious little bean into a beautiful young woman, you have brought so much joy to our lives. We are so proud of you, Shan. As you journey through life, know that we’ll always be there for you, and may all your dreams come true. Remember to keep smiling.
Wishing you love and happiness always,
Mom, Dad, Mikey, Chris & Tara

Congratulations Leanne!
We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad and Marc

Seventeen years have passed, John, and you still have that great smile. Keep it through life and never lose it.
Good luck now in whatever you choose in the future.
Love Ya
Grammy and Grandy

Kayla,
Congratulations!!
“To dream anything that you want to dream- that is the beauty of the human mind.
To do anything that you want to do - that is the strength of the human will,
To trust yourself to test your limits - that is the courage to succeed.”
With all of our love and best wishes,
Mom, Dad, & Sarah
Dear Sara,
It has been such a wonderful journey watching you grow from a spunky toddler into a warm, compassionate young woman. Follow your dreams and let your "Spirts Soar". We love you.
Love, Mom and Dad

Sarah,
Congratulations on your success in high school. We wish you much luck, success, and happiness in your future. Always remember to be true to yourself and to have fun.
Love, Mom, Dad and Danielle

Catie,
We're so proud of you and love you so, beeps! You've grown into a confident, witty, determined young lady, who will always succeed.
Love forever,
Mom and Dad

Allison - You have overcome obstacles most never encounter. You are truly an inspiration with a smile to warm the hearts of everyone! I love you 4 Eva! Mom
May you always stay as warm & caring toward everyone you meet. You will always be a "Special Angel” to us. Love, Always, Dad
You truly are a beautiful person both inside and out. People say you can't, but you show them you can! Your smile is precious & you will always be special to me. Love, Heather
You're nice & pretty & pretty cool. You never give up. Even though we fight, you're my sister & I love you. Love, Vanessa
You're really kind & do a lot of things even though you don't have to. You've had some hard times, but still came out on top of the world! Love, Ross

Congratulations to the best daughter ever! We are very proud of you. We'll love you always.
Mom and Dad
Congratulations, Bethany!
Follow your heart, reach for the stars and you will always succeed. You are a wonderful daughter and sister and we love you!!
Love you much,
Mom, Dad, Sarah & Stacey

Chuuch,
You faced it all and you stood tall & did it your way. Love you forever,
Mom & Dad

James,
As you graduate, may all of your dreams come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Andy
(Marmalade & Kitty, too)

Dear Sara, You are our big sister and our little sister. We are all so proud of you.
Congratulations-Reach for the stars!!
Love, Scott, Matt, Megan & Rusty Puppy

Ryan, No matter where life takes you, we'll always love and be proud of you.
Mom & Dad

Chase your stars. Only you can make it happen.
Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad & Lisa

Congratulations, Joe Nasiatka!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations, Jennifer
Love,
Mom, Dad & Marissa

Congratulations, Jennifer
Love,
Mom, Dad & Stacey

Thomas,
You have always made us proud!
Love, Mom & Dad
Angie,
"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover." We are so very proud of you! We Love You, Mom, Dad, Emily & Rudy

Congratulations, Audra Medeiros,
You continue to make us proud!
Love, Mom & Dad

Jillian,
Little Miss Magic,
We are very proud of you!
We love you,
Mom & Dad

Heather, We've watched you grow from a little girl to a beautiful young lady. You've filled our hearts with happiness and joy. You've always made us so proud that you're our daughter. May all your hopes and dreams for the future come true.
Love, Mom & Dad

Sheryl,
Congratulations!
Hoping the best things in life will always be yours.

Congratulations! Sabrina and Paul!
Good luck in all you do.
Love, JCAM
**Stephanie,**
We always knew you would accomplish what you set out to do.
Love, Mom, Dad,
Michelle, & Russell

**Dan,**
We are so proud of you for what you have accomplished at CHS, but even more proud of the character you display to those who know you. “How can a young man keep his way pure? By living according to your word.” Psalm 119:9 God’s richest blessings on you as He guides your path ahead.
Love always, Mom & Dad

---

**Congratulations, Nicole!**
We can’t believe how quickly time has passed. You have grown into a strong, self-confident young lady. We are so proud of all of your accomplishments. There’s no stopping you now- go for it all!
Love,
Mom & Dad

---

**Always ready for a challenge!** The best that life has to offer is waiting - for you!
Love always,
Mom, Dad & John

---

**Stephanie,**
We are very proud of the wonderful woman you have become.
Love, Mom,
Matthew, Ryan

---

**Michaela,**
Never lose that smile we love.
We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom & Dad

---

**Robb,**
You make us proud!

---

**Congratulations, Nique!**
We’re very proud of you!
Love, Mom & Dad

---

**Time has passed so quickly.** It is hard to believe you are no longer our baby.
You’ve grown into a beautiful and intelligent woman, with goals and dreams. We are confident you’ll achieve. You will always be our baby & we will always be there for you.
Congratulations!
Love Always, Mom & Dad
Erin,
Unless you try to do something beyond what you have already mastered, you will never grow.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Dave

Pete,
Keep both feet on the ground and keep reaching for the stars.
Mom, Dad and Patrick

Congratulations, Kelly
For who you are, and all that you have accomplished, we're so proud. Believe in yourself and smile often!
Love, Dad, Mom and Kristen

Congratulations, Josh,
You have made us so very proud of you. We wish you all the success you deserve.
Love, Dad, Mom, Alicia & Jay

Jess,
Life is about creating memories. May your journey through life be abundant with joyful ones. We are so very proud of you!
Mom, Dad, Sarah & Chris

Congratulations, Ben and Dan,
You both made it! Take all life has to offer and whatever you do - have fun. We know you'll both be a success. We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad and Matt

Congratulations, Mike & Ryan!
Love, Dad and Mom

Kyle,
Congratulations on a job well done. We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom & Dad

Nathan,
You will achieve great things!
Love, Mom & Dad

"Shine on, You crazy diamond...”

Always watching your back.
Love, Sa
Congratulations, Andrew
We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dave, Steve, Roby, Victoria, Rick & Julie

Dear Matt,
Perfer et obdura; dolor hic tibi proderit olim.
Love, Jeff, Caitlin, Mom & Dad

Congratulations, Jennifer Lee!
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU. MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE. AND, MAY YOU “ALWAYS BE OUR BABY.”
LOVE, DAD, MOM AND BRIAN

Karla - Go and live life large!
All our love -
Dad, Mom and Hannah

Jessica,
Congratulations! You have made us very proud of you and all your accomplishments. May all your hopes and dreams come true.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Eileen -
Proud of your accomplishments,
Hopeful for your future,
All our love and congratulations,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations Chris,
As we've watched you grow, you have given us pride and joy in seeing you mature into a self-assured, kind and loving young man.
Boy, does time fly!! Keep your beliefs strong and your focus in front of you. We all love you! Mom, Dad, Craig and Ashley
To our daughter, Krystal,
Not flesh of my flesh,
Nor bone of my bone,
But nevertheless,
One of my own.
Never forget, for one single minute,
You weren’t born under my heart
But in it.
Love,
Mom (Deb), Dad (Al), Travis, Tyler &
Lynda

Kim
We are very proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad and Scott

From T-ball, Little League, soccer and scouts,
To driving, surfing, and wrestling work-outs,
Keeping us busy since your tiny “munchkin”
days,
Always filling our hearts with your loving ways.
We are prouder of you than any parents could be,
And not for your achievements, academically,
Most of all, Justin, we want you to know,
How much we have and always will love you so.
Love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations, Ricky...
Over the years you became Rick... you
became an Honor student...you became a
Black Belt and Instructor in Karate...you
became Captain of your school Golf team.
Over the years you became so diversified...
and we stood with pride! And today we stand
with pride once again!
Forever, Mom and Dad

“Sweet Pea”
Pursue your dreams and follow
your heart. We’ll always be
there for you.
All our love,
Dad, Mom, Stephen & Nathan

I am sooo
proud of
you!
I love you,
Mom

Sara,
May your life be filled with
the happiness you bring to
those around you.
We love you
Grandma & Grandpa

Jay,
Congratulations!
May all your
dreams come true.
Love, Mom,
Frank, Torie,
Lynn, Courtney, &
Sean

Adam,
Wishing all
your dreams come
ture.
Love, Mom, Dad &
Alicia

Joleen, From the
beginning!
Congratulations!
Mom & Jim
Congratulations to the Class of 2001

Sodexho Marriott

-----Services-----

The school lunch program....

THAT FEEDS YOUR NEEDS!

STOP & SHOP

CONGRATULATIONS!

On behalf of the store management and associates of Stop & Shop Coventry...

Best wishes and congratulations to our Class of 2001 employees!

Tim Feeley, Customer Service
Joe Naisialka, Dairy
Jared List, Courtesy Clerk
James Bell, Courtesy Clerk
Matt Hayes, Bake Shop
Mike McNally, Bake Shop
Dan Howard, Grocery
Matt Doucette, Grocery

Jen Dickey, Cashier
Kristin Lord, Cashier
Derek Hopkins, Grocery
Jon Bird, Produce
Nicole Jarvis, Cashier
Robb Palmeri, Cashier
Chris Guerra, Deli

CONGRATULATIONS to the Class of 2001

FROM THE STAFF OF

MEDEIROS

award-winning Senior and Family Portraits

6 Arnold Road, Coventry, Rhode Island 02816-5630

821-8589
For Amanda

God lent me a gift
And asked me to care
For this wiggly bundle
With brown shaggy hair.

There were bottles and diapers
And nights without sleep
But we managed to get
Through the first busy weeks.

The first spoken word
Was told and retold
The first halting step
She was just 9 months old.

But time marches on
And the little tyke grew
Each day without question
She learned something new.

Then school came round
Grades one, five and eight
Before I scarcely knew it
She was on her first date.

This life is now yours
To do as you choose
There's a life goal to win
Or a battle to lose.

God forgive where I've failed
To lead the right way
And bless my dear Mandy
As she starts her college days.

Mom & Dad

Biz

We are so very proud of you. We wish you success in every future endeavor!

We Love You!
Mom & Dad, Hannah, Sarah, Joshua, Nicole & Matt, Grandma, Grammie & Grampie,
Aunt Gigi & Family, Uncle Phil and Aunt Sharon, Philip & Kellie, Melissa

Congratulations, Jon!
We are all very proud of you.
Love,
From all the Bird Family

Congratulations John!
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Kevin & Leah
Go Pats!!

Congratulations, Erin!
Good luck-- may you achieve your goals!
We're proud of you!
Love, Mom, Lauren & Tim

Congratulations Willey!
I am so proud of the beautiful young woman you have become. Always be positive and reach for your goals. I will always be here for you.
I Love You, Mom

To Our Paigie,
May the road before you be smooth & easy. You have become a beautiful young lady and we are all very proud of you. We wish you the best!
We love you, Mom, Dad
Kim and Chrissy
Nicole,
You've made us so proud. Stay true to yourself, keep love in your heart and reach for the stars. We love you very much Honey!
Love, Mom, Dennis, Cara, Caleigh (Tori, Marley & Misty too!)
XOXOXO

Congratulations, Jen,
We are so proud of the beautiful, caring person you have become. Follow your heart and all your dreams will come true.
Love and Hugs,
Dad, Mom, Rick, Michelle and Sassy

Marlen,
When we think of you, we think of fun, joy, and laughter. Keep on making life a joy. We are proud of you, and hope you reach your goals. (Proverb3:5,6)
Love, Mamus and Tatus

Congratulations, Shaylin!
You have always been so special to us. We are so proud for all that you do and all that you are! Dare to be different and follow your own star.
All our Love,
Mom, Dad and Michael
Lorie Marie,
We love you and are sooo proud of you! We hope all you do brings joy to you in your future!
Love, Mommy, Daddy, Maryanne, Angel and Cherub

Congratulations Shannon!
You have made us very proud with all that you have accomplished.
Now it's time to set new goals, work hard at them, and success will be yours.
Love,
Dad & Mom

Jen,
The best gift a family can receive is to love a beautiful, intelligent & talented daughter like you.
Congratulations!
Proudly,
Mom, Dad and Jessica

Jared,
Good luck as you move on to college!!
Love, Mom, Dad and Jana

Congratulations Crystal,
We are so very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Candy and Alexis

Jonathan
"I wish for you..."
Comfort on difficult days,
Smiles when sadness intrudes,
Rainbows to follow the clouds,
Laughter to kiss your lips,
Sunsets to warm your heart,
Gentle hugs when spirits sag,
Friendships to brighten your being,
Beauty for your eyes to see,
Confidence for when you doubt,
Faith so that you can believe,
Courage to know yourself,
Patience to accept the truth... and all my love.
I am very proud of you.
Love, Mom

Congratulations Georgia,
We hope all your dreams come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Erin

Jonathan,
We are very proud of you. May all your dreams come true.
Love, Meme & Pepe

Little Bunny Foo Foo?
Good luck.
Love, Steph

Congratulations Dereck
Love,
Dad & Howie
Congratulations on your success. You are a wonderful daughter and a great human being. We love you, Mom & Dad

Amy,
Congratulations!
My heart and soul are with you always.
Dad

Erin,
May all your dreams come true.
Love, Mom, Dad & Joe

Shelly,
Best of luck in all you do. We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom & Stacy

Mathew,
Wow! It seems like yesterday when we asked you what you wanted to be when you grew up. Now, you’re all grown up. What did you say you wanted to be?
Love, Dad & Dale and in memory of your Mom.

Thank you to all the dedicated yearbook staff including the Amandas—Amanda Jurianz, Mandy Pontier, Amanda Nadeau, Amanda laChance, Jenna Toney, Erin Killea, Amy Dwyer, Tiffany Matous, Michelle Tyler, Anne Godin, Matt Collard, Steve Langlais, Nathaniel Nelson, Shane Falcone, Dan Mascier, Adam Sebda, Tim Farley, Matt Maguire, Amanda Falcone, Adam (Su) Paul, Sally Paul, Megan Tutill, Melody D’Acchioni, Todd Southard, Matt Taylor, Meghan Joseph, Erin Simmons, Joleen Trainer, and all of the other members that we might have missed. The countless hours were worth it, I think.
Congratulations, Jennifer
We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom and Russ

Amy
Wanting to win is the point. Not giving up is the point. Never letting up is the point. Never letting anyone down is the point. May all your goals come true. We are extremely proud of you. All our love, Mom and Albert

To Granddaughter Erin Killea: Congratulations and Best Wishes!

Rita Beaulieu
and
CHILD CARE PLUS
Serving the Community with Pride
Over Forty-six Years!
963 Togus Avenue
Coventry, RI
821-6550 / 831-6550

Dear Kristin,
I am so proud of all the things you have done. I have no doubt that you can do anything as long as you put your mind to it. Good Luck!

Love,
Mom

AUTOGRAPHS

Steven A. DiIorio, R.E.
Managing Director
Prata Funeral Homes
- Providence - Pawtucket - West Warwick

PRATA FUNERAL HOME
78 Providence St.
West Warwick, RI 02893
Tel. (401) 737-6780

Congratulations to Chuck and the Class of 2001!
Last Will and Testament, 2001

I, Paige Albee, hereby bequeath to Sean: a road map, awkward moments, watching out for cars, MBs, breakfast, the pond, "Time of My Life." You are the best friend anyone could ever have. Thank you for being there whenever I needed you no matter what. I love you my bestest best friend! Ms. Lyser's Team work and long talks at boring soccer games. Jenna Lee: Eighth grade, drawing, the past, don't touch anything. Erin: From kindergarten to graduation, Rams to Oakers cheerleaders for life. Kayla: Singing in the hall, unals, no matter what happens I'm so proud of you! Bethany: Safety patrol, sunburns and alone. Sarah: Sable, strawberry patch, letters from N.C. Efika, Lauren, and Nique: A stressful bus ride, teenage, 3 exceeded, mom alert. Audra: A ride home, visiting together, a shoulder to cry on, a friendship for a lifetime.

To my squad: Thank you for the best four years of my life. "We're gonna do it!" galarack: 8.5, state champions, Busch Gardens, I love you all, I will miss you and I will never forget you. To the Class of 2001: We made it. Good luck in all you do.

I, Erin Arcand, hereby bequest Bod squad: Xtreme Psyx and the Ballas nova. My 70's Groupies (Marilyn, Dan, Jenni-Ann) - Hank for impeachment, New Years' 1980: I'd like to teach the world to sing...". My Crosshatch Salutes (Brad, Tim, Jenna, Marilyn, Dan, Improper ankles, and Authority by Paris). Marilyn Zeddowsky, Ma petite Evangelie! The funny stuff. Fuzz psychology - gym Reject WO, 6 hour sleep, Allison Road. Steph. "Clueless" L: "Some people...say that...", A Billy Joel Tank! Double Dates with Dugs and Vina! Hours at the phone bank! The hypno phone chart: "drinkin', thinkin', eatin' thinkin". Caty "Moonbeam" Dowsing- our blueprints for world domination, the true essence of Bonn Rhee!, Your Boston soulmate! Audra: M. The thing living in your scrunchie. A "get out of the FUNK free" pass, Banding with teachers! Tristan B-Center!, Volley Kneees! Brad Kinton, Riverdance, metadigion, and the lunch bag you gave me in 9th grade! Dan M.: Some people say the darndest things, Vol. 1-5: Jenn Sweeney; "I still believe" Horrific-name and Mr. Saigon, Sparkplugs! Amanda Juriann: Lipst, Legal, Hair! Topanga! Adam "Ah!" Libbert, the chair that I can kick!, A glistening cube and a moral compass! Sean (Seanie) P.K. Neylon: The pony and the tango, The Math/Science Federation and math camp...S. Cox movie deal! Leslie M.: official Bodquad. Edene J.: Zurdi! Zimbarso and Dungel in a barrel! Nicky "Mr. D." Delmenico; Helllooo: Lu, Lu, La, La, the Zodlist, Derivatives - we were all a year ahead of our time.

I, Jennifer Arnold, hereby bequeath to my old friends Kate Mchuge, Betsy Nagel, Marc Valois, and Marc Daniels the best of luck to you in your senior year, and may all your dreams come true! I will miss you guys.

I, Dave Balch, hereby bequeath eternal happiness to John and Glimmer, also I bequeath to band the title of Mary

I, John Beford, hereby bequeath my love, my friendship, my honor and dignity and soul to all my friends, family, and also two very special people, my girlfriend Glimmer and my father, Francis Beford. I love you both very much and I will never stop missing you.

I, Patricia Brennan, hereby bequeath to Leah- oak trees and an unlimited access to the Brennan Library, My 11th grade English Class- all the cats that died, Audra, Jenna, Erin, Dan, and Susan- Colin in their lunch, Audra and Mandy video projects, Stephi- all my cheese, Bola- centering and volleyball. The drill team- bus rides from Naugatuck, Sgt. Leib- "Sarge" and your sanity, Colorguard- flag rolling contests.

I, Amanda Burns, hereby bequeath to Ashley Champlin and Kelly Safford my blue shirt, chemistry, party music, The Perfect Storm, Billmores, and my study habits. To Chris Roberto I leave my Aunt's ring, every picture, a rainbow, Y- Rankie Valleri and the Four Seasons, November 7th and my friendship forever. To Jamie Palmer I leave June 15th, you should be on that stage! I leave thirteen years of friendship, the Dixie Chicks, Tim McGraw, and Faith Hill, Mountain Dew, "When you wish upon a star," and of course, I love you! To Tim Weeks I leave the Righteous Brothers, Field of Streams, New Car Scents, term papers, a mini-prom, a wrong-way street, gummi-bears, sleepy dates, broken camera, and all our friendly conversations about relationships. To David Cross I leave a fruit basket, a go-cart race, a walk at night in Newburyport, Christmas Day, a pinky promise, a pillow fight, a snowy night, a parking all full of Jeeps and Mustangs (all Baddies), popcorn fights, twenty dollars, a wet McDonald's uniform, 9.02 x 10 to the 23rd, Ryan's couch, and all my love, Why cause I don't.


I, Jamie Campbell, hereby bequeath my special right of November of the year 2000 to my girls Elani and Nicole. HA! HA! "Call the cops."

I, Joshua W. Capron, hereby bequeath a really big force and a race of Dow to the "Family".

I, Bethany M. Cianciano, hereby bequeath Sara: smart pop and mountain dew, your bushes, blue, late night movies, my vacation at your house, Fourth of July, Hampton, Coolers, shrimp, 20 Water Street, bleh, bleh, bleh, Fatima. Lauren: Don and Bruno, bananas at Appletons, late night phone calls, Tanning forever, Sean Mulligan's, Ben's Kiss, walking home for 5 hours, Brickley's blisters, dashing in bushes, belly buttons. Habers: Moody Lowell, Silver Lake bathroom, pants down, Shane Martin, oatmeal cookies; skateboards, the trampoline, Co-Captains role and real captains chair, skinny dipping, Honeywater, DSL's, Charlie

1, Shayla Caruso, hereby bequeath Care: a Mercedes-Benz with the windows up when the temp goes up to the 40's, chickens crossing the road, steak, ski trips in the locker room, and beer in the cold cell for locked windows on the side of the road. Med, and a homeless man, Karla: mayonnaise pancakes, WD-40. My little pony tent, Dinerphone, tight leather jacket, and Farmer Joe: Shawn: skinny dipping and gesticulating. The Track team: Cheaters; Shannon Hodge: Barry's and Hunters; Tara and Ashley: "The Tailors"; Adams, toothpaste; Elliott: green maniac; Sabrina: games of Scrabble on the sidewalk at 4:30 in the morning with strangers. Jessica: "Stumpy," wetlands, 20 cent Newport toker's, my Yetta, the Auto Show, "Neef," OLC, and 4:30 in the morning at Shiloh. Nikki: Mr. Pleasant. RIC. "Senior Prom," Yerrana. Walnut receipt, stuffed dog, champagne, Lincoln parties, yep, Hank. a kiss worth 58, Barry's, 10 seconds, Newport toker's, my Yetta, late nights at Nana's house. BCP. "Neef," OLC and black straws; Matt: "Limbo," Italy, Water Country, June Fonda workout, gelato. Nathaniel: Dunkaroos, "Limbo". Hi, Diggs' and windshield wipers; to Sheryl, June Fonda Workout. Water Country, Italy, gelato.


1, Justin Chin, hereby bequeath to Shirley: All the Varsity Review and Dance Show memories, a Van Chim, una sorpresa, Jesu's and Friends Vs. Ryan's Big Sanctuary, The Hunt, Team Physics is Fun and the boat incident. To Josh: A Van Chim, una sorpresa, The Hunt, Team Physics is Fun and the boat incident, Namaste, all the Calculus homework, batting Oleg, Urban Snowboarding. To St. Amand: Varsity Review and Dance Show memories (and elementary school Talent Show), trying to perform magic tricks. To Andrew: Going to the beach, eating cookies for breakfast, Fica, at your house almost everyday in the summer. To Pete: Nonstop EQ, playing Tony Hawk after wrestling practice, the Angry Dwarf, being locked out side in the snow in the underwear. To Melanie: Applefire. To Cattie: Every class since Kindergarten. Applefire. To Adam: Sports Update in Room 112, batting over the Yankees and Red Sox. To Nate: Magic cards and Warhammer, something for waves and hearing the stories of what I missed. To Drew: Talking about computers, colleges and wrestling, getting tossed around on the mat. To Karla: Failing asleep almost every time to school, hearing about how much you hate Jon for no rides. To Chris: Namaste.com, going out for the team, Quinn and the Iron Chefs. To Marcus: Many more fish jokes. To Coventry High School: A Van Chim to every student.

1, Christopher D. Cohen, hereby bequeath to Robb: Tuti fruits, Sena, baby parties. To Sean: Foxy: sleepovers in 6th grade, hide and go seek on the pond, hamsprayed cups. To Adam: late nights in the van, reflections, Alan's Class, Tangereyn. To Josh: Mark uncles, "Old School" attire, Dishoom-Master Terry with green sneakers and serving utensils. Nite Turtles, late night missions in the van, Red Oak Estates. Psychology final term paper, dance competitions in the kitchen, Butter Wears, soccer game flip outs, and Survivor Night Thursdays. To Kaylee: Nursery school carpool, "Hungry Eyes," karaokes, standing on the wall at recess. To Matt: New mail box, weekends in God's country, destruction of one another's cars, working or lack thereof, Alan's Class. To Scott: All nighters for ethics and English, baseball (western style), dishoom memories with Johnny. To Shannon: Jiggy balls, elementary school, Gumbal, Alan's class, baby parties. To Thomas: Disney trip. Senior prom class, English class letters, Alan's Class. Senior study. Dunkaroos. To Todd: Ree. Soccer, the Capt. Citroen series, 7th Grade Math, Miss Proctor's Class, Alan's class. Sega Genesis hockey. New York City, car rides to New York City, Maine, Physics Olympiad, soccer game flip outs, high school. To Mr. B: Two years of putting up with me, two years of me putting up with you, getting me dates for every single dance, years worth of doing the right thing. To Mr. E: PIE EATING CONTESTS. Three people meeting, a whole lot of gratitude for putting with us.
Mr. Sync: Four years of trying to set me up with girls, scorekeeping for b-ball.

I, Katelyn Costello, hereby bequeath to the future classes of Coventry High School luck and prosperity in whatever path you choose; Nikki and Jess. Stardusts and short pants; Adam, axes, freshman formal, and a kiss, Glenn: my books, camping, secrets, ice skating, player, ex-girlfriends, Selina's ex-boyfriends, earrings, "I told you so," and friends forever. Breezy tantrums in Cape Cod, Adventurland, beach boys (tie-tie-toe), our license, parking garages, b-b, X-Mas underwear, town hall, squeaky boots, "boy cards," babysitting in Narragansett, my clothes, chalk on your nose, and four years of memories; Sara: speeding... 85 mph; trip to New Hampshire; "let me in, I'm hot," Abercombie boy, bowling, "I'm like a bird," fat baby, the gym, and a new friendship: The Crew: Monkey Bread; Ryan: I don't hate you.

I, Kristin M Couture, hereby bequeath to my lover and best friend Andy Meier, my heart, soul, and memories that we have made together. To my homies, angel and Princess I leave all the good memories we have shared and our sisterly, loving, friendship.


I, Gloriana Cruz, hereby bequeath all my love for an eternity to John Reeder and all my friends.

I, Kelly Cuvelle, hereby bequeath to Andrea: DJ and the blond moments. To Nikki, the hopeless kites. To Kelly, "superstar!" To Jeff and Joey, "Cousin!"

I, Libecco Dayton, hereby bequeath all my love to the Class of 2001.

I, Nicholas DeBacco, hereby bequeath to the soccer team and the hockey team my legendary name, The Stick.

I, Ryan R. Dempsey, hereby bequeath to Tom: the screaming terror; DJ: common sense; Glenn: my beats; Sara: snack; Nikki: life time of friendship; Todd: eighteen years; Matt and Nathaniel: Gold fish; Lauren stop signs; Marissa: Breakfast, maxima; Stacey: Diner; Lisa: Mr. Peabody; lust: tide in the stang.

I, Amy Donnelly, hereby bequeath my love and appreciation to all those homies who've helped me especially Angel, Foxy & Melby Wou. To Doug Liebergh, I leave my love, 50 cents and my brother's Camaro.

I, Catherine J. Dowling, hereby bequeath to Erin: USS Saba Rose, The Bad Squad, Millard, Another account, The split: HCL, Crazy Center, Senior Trip, Your stalker, Hack Circle, The Great Pupper Opper, My vote for president, Some people say... Stephy... Causes brain damage, Totally tubular, Twisted fifty, Disguise to the school, Heroine Bob, Management material, Horseback riding, So check it, Your horoscope, Jewish paraphernalia, Diz, Borrowing from the food bank, The Chilli's scene, Getting over Max Collins, To Amanda (N.C. Chuck), Dancing in Wendy's parking lot, 6-7 cats or dogs, Dirty Dancing, Conversation 101, A confrontation, The Crucible, do-it-yourself: Screaming at the Screen; Check ya later, A ride home; Dats 2. Amanda; UCONN do it, Totally tubular, VMC, A library pass, Chinese fire drill, A $36 pen, Adopt or Die, Froggy, Lesh, The Hunt, a psychic routine, Earthquake Ravegasm, Poland, Sonne Chance, Lumen; If I had a pager you could page me, A trash can so you can collect yourself, Your hair reminds me of that song... Fear of the Week, Jenna, Holley, Bally the Vampire Slayer, She's in She's out, The newspaper chair, Miss: Athletic, Jocelyn; You're 3-beautiful, an inexpensive camera, a broken toenail, Matt and Tim; How now brown cow? Softball, 5-42: How high is the pole, The Abortion Fairy, Shopping at Sally's, my oasis: Applejack, Cadin; Phish food, Murten; Xtreme Fizz, You are like wet sand...

I, Georgia Drought, hereby bequeath to Calie McAnally, Dance party USA, smelling boards, a parking garage, escalators, falling in the movies, a thong, Teepee, RHH, hook if you're... racer: sounds, vibrating steering wheel, an apple rolling, catering, the ability to have so much fun, while doing nothing at all. To Erika Simmons, a place to sleep on Thursday nights, drive bys, sitting in the car, my behind late night raves, Xanax kiss out back, any blue car, a walk home from Drew's, Tamarack, Tye-dye boy, NR, UI, a convertible motor, our: PACT, ID, Yo! To Jen Ferrari, A never ending phone of..., candy at my house, the burning shed, a head stuck behind the fridge, a cold visit, a "real boyfriend!" To Jen Ranney, Tim Ryan, knocking on the bathroom door. To Jillian Viera, your handwriting. Hotline Seattle, sofa, the ability to drive a standard, 2 tone pony. To Melissa Mae, gossip chats, Shaun, January 18th. To Alyson Andrews, Safety in numbers; one abuse, eyebrows, headache, Big Al, To Shannon Fay, A celebrity, French class, shopping trips, a story. To Mike Campbell, a bike, definitely winning that race. To Jessica Willey, dreading class, finding a hot boy. To Jimmy Webster, being evil. To Sam, and Beth, the wrong way on a one way street. To Drew Thompson, my porch, a scary ride to school. To Nikki: That's it, dumpster, May 23. To Larissa Samus, bonding, JD, shopping. And to the class of 2001, I leave you with great memories, and the best of luck, always.

I, Amanda Fultro, hereby bequeath to Stephy: trips to Del's, delinquents, softball, Chinese fire drills, lunch excursions; Cathy: softball, homeroom chat, "adopt or die," our AJ Cross project, Chinese fire drills, lunch excursions, VMC, UCONN, Tim: pink lemonade, softball, a substitute best friend, sand, the coffee grill game, heart-to-hearts, Matt: pink lemonade, softball, my photography pictures, Boston, the coffee grill game, gym; Stewart: pink lemonade, softball, power tools, the coffee grill game, my shoes, the accident; Sally: our conversations...
I, Shannon Fay, hereby bequest to Kelly R. Senior

I, Tim Feeley, hereby bequest to Matt: Drumming in Ethics, mycology, ONE Psychology Outline, Einzeitplatz, bathroom at the Westin. Oh wait. Cinnamon popcorn, Providence, speed, (Non-functioning) cars, “retribution,” Dunkin’ Donuts, incompetent Honey Dew clerks, capping, bad timing, Killer Mystic Ducks, Chinatown phoines. Tropical Breeze with two straw, and not enough motivation to trash anything - including your will entry. Amanda: hot chocolate (and) psychology tests (you thought I was going to put softball first?). Sue: Newport, me grrrr, Windows NT, Flashdance, Steel: anonymity, coffee, and Hubert B. Cat: ethics (sh, wait) and a dreidel. Marien: a new balloon. Dan: Larry the Cattle and newspaper chairs. Sally: half-off art clatches, hugs in the halls, and freaky old men at Starbucks. LJ: my afternoon, coat, driving to Quinn, a monkey, and a Moe. Happy Jam: A green shirt, Windows XP and some epiphany for a friend. WCYY: a transmitter and a competent staff member to operate K (Sorry, Dave). Mrs. Gandol. Certain death on Rte 3 and valiant attempts to prevent it - because you almost get me in trouble anyway... Mr. Baxter.

I, Jennifer Ferrari, hereby bequest to Georgia Drought: a great friendship over these last five years, popcorn project, burning my shell, “You make me sick!”, “Where are those shoes from?”, “They’re missing out on us, homeschooling dilemma. ‘Are we all talk-and we just don’t touch’, New Years, beach house. I love you always baby. Amy Morin: another night at your house, pool, pepperoni’s, tacos, mile run, best time ever, “You’re getting red.” interrupting you at Jimmy’s! I love you girl. I’ll miss you, Brittany, Joanna, GA, and Nat. Da Crust!: Janice C; our “phobia,” talks about guys, dime size? or nickels? Jodi B: helping me overcome my phobia. work, Drew’s house, nice talk, I love you both. HA! Andrew Roberts: We grade relationship, the bank, you knew I’m disappointed, all of our talk-about-everything-thanks. Jimmy Webber: horescourcing dress episode. New Years, parking, junior ball, thanks Sara Lynne: UH: Yeah, OK. Do that? Mr. C’s math class (6th grade), labs in anatomy, good talks Ryan Shub: Ry; sorry about bball episode!, I’ll miss you Ry! Nathaniel. Mrs. S’s trig class, drawing on my ns. Mr. M’s pre-cal class; Larya, my favorite freshman, nice soccer talks, you’re in class with my boyfriend-shit! I’ll miss you. I love you babe.

I, Mike Farther, hereby bequest to Sally: 12 years of laughs, pet missions, Piccolo Pig Farm, and the contest after the prom. Big Joe Nasty: Great times, old school music, tall ass cats, and cheap pickup lines. Jeff Godden: All the work, papers, and projects we never did. Jocelyn: Showcase, weekend ski trips, and bustling ovaries. Wild Bill, The Righteous One: Thimbles, cheeselogs, and walking across the country.

I, Nicole Fusco, hereby bequest to Cheerleaders: lots on luck, laughs, fun and ‘Beach Carden: Lindsay you’ll always be, a jiggly, and a biscuit. Lauren: tea cups baby. Tweed, and lots of good memories. Miss Beda: I love you Hunny! How does veggie and burning sound? Awesome of course. Nicole: I’ll miss you seeing you in the bathroom. Ethics: we’ll have to go the State of Baltimore then we can go some teacups. Erika and Lauren: I already miss Wednesdays! Kayla: I’m making you some chocolate cake in a bowl, and thanks for your persistence to make everybody happy and get along. Erin: “The Head Ninja” How bout that Don Quixote? I’ll see ya at URI. Miss Lyons: “Hello Hunny!” I’ll see you on Broadway, Sarah thanks for helping me “Chill Out.” Paige: frogs, and many pasta parties. Georgia: The Fashion Queen. Joe: thanks for being my side and dealing with me and my homework. I love you Hunny. Family thanks for your support and love through it all. I love ya guys.

I, Jennifer L. Giannoukas, hereby bequest the peace and
blessing of God to all the Staff, Students, and Seniors.

1. Sara J. Creager, hereby bequeath to Marissa Boston, New York and all the great memories; Katelyn doing 85 in a 45 and toasting bread; Ryan: a sandwich.

2. Keri Hard, hereby bequeath to Jamie my cats and Indians, Danielle the memories of the Winter Ball, Lori all the stories from the Student Council office, Samantha the painted balloon, Gianio Barger King, Scotty Crowe a new truck, Kelly all the memories from Kindergarten to now, Kim all good words and things, Ashley my jacket, Michael all the wrestling matches, Bex the promise of going out for breakfast. To all my friends all my love.

3. Leah R. Hood, hereby bequeath the following to Melissa: all the goodness in the world and still those to Bz: Hardcore Muffins; Trish: First dills on my books; Chris: Sexy books; Courtney: School assemblies; Kandi-Lyn: a date with Drew Barrymore, and to the cast of Băng, Băng, You're Dead! trips to Chuck E. Cheese.

4. Jamie Hull, hereby bequeath success and happiness to all my gal pals in their future careers. Let's always keep touch.

5. Joshua Jacques, hereby bequeath to Matt, Charlie, John, and Derek: "Hastened"; Chris: a van that always starts and an empty battle on your antenna; Survivor; Tandem; Musk, Dishoom, Theater with Green Shoes act figure; "Good job Theater"; Scott: a bag with no holes; Bestiejuice; UPS; Sweet-century; A stupid laugh; Adam: Actor Max Shockey and D-C; Matt T: "Aw, Aw, Aw," MRR; Survivor; Ryan and Justin: a surprise and a Van Jarge; Physics Olympics, "We don't need an education..."; Melissa and Cate: apple fries; Nikki: a new antenna, heart, and trunk; our golf game, and your activities on the beach in front of the fisherman. Sheryl: a bookie sundae, 2 more hubcaps, poster, and blowing out my back speakers; Jess: some chill pills; and some antique books I picked; Todd: 3 lbs of meat; Andrea: "The man of the hour, the tower of power, too sweet to be scarce..."; Matt W. throwing golf clubs, while he... Kelly: big toes, the beach, Danza snack; stained khakis; my love.


7. Melissa M. Jenkins, hereby bequeath all my beloved friends the everlasting memories of our years of friendship. Also I love my friends the will go on without me.

I, Amanda Jurianz, hereby bequeath to Caty: Friday night movies, first of the month Sundays, Britney Spears, and tea. To Steph: I have the time my couch at her arm, "the" appointment, surfing the crimson wave, chasing Stroke 9, and Dawson's Creek talks and clips. To Erin: who totally reeks of awesomeness, Lincoln Chafee. For Lesha: I leave the best kite ever, physics olympics, hating candy, Vanilla Ice, and side rackets. To the entire Body Squad: Wendy's parking lots where it all began, ballroom dancing, Crucible, my first concert, not so surprising surprise parties, no secret societies, only 1, 2, and 3, screaming at Sarrant 3, our Disney trip, and yes they did. To Jean I leave Grant Brooks; To Dave: all the princesses; To Tricia Harbou: hot guys; WB talks, and can I borrow a highlighter; To Sean: the relationship. To Jazzy: I leave my emotional reasoning and your logical thinking, week long trips, walks in the rain, puddles, staying at home on Saturday nights, watching reenactments, more time in the day, all my love and goodbye kisses. To Mr. Gib's English Class: Silly Budd, dead cows, and room coffee. To the future generations: a home room full of bloodsucker employees. And last, but not least, the yearbooks girls: one more year of disorganization, panic attacks, deadlines, and yearbook fun.

I, Erin Kilea, hereby bequeath to Josephine Kleeza, bike rides to Wal Mart, a one-way ticket to Rhode Island, and a never-ending friendship; Chris Knott: the "Roadmaster" bike, The Juliana Theory show, and Steve's comedy band. Biz Rice: Wamped Tour 2000 (Let's not get lost again!); Brendan McVay: my Overcast patch and striped edge shirt; Kyle Crowe: money for recording; Tara Eastman: shows, a hot gay that you can call yours, a Californian adjustable bed, and teeny-bopper memories; Bessy Niel: an eighteenth birthday, memories, and a forty second deadlocks; Colton Better: January memories, my guitar, and that dumb tie-dye shirt; My Anatomy Class: enough gum to last a lifetime.

I, Brad Kirtin, hereby bequeath Biz: My lack of hard-corenes. To Marlen, dead cows and more coffee; Leah; James Bond movies. Stephanie; Monopoly games; Kandi-Lyn: "A's for slacking in gym. Lori, Maria weddings and "Dinneress." Hey Erin! Moo! Ding! Ding! Ding! To Shlayey-Vero; I leave tape-recorded vacations, and to Ahsley, your name. Sebbie; Drippie Kidneys, "The Princess Bride" and a yellow hat. Magan, "the Producers" are for you. Amanda; Fish and Fake trees; Chris; Rambling rivers and flying eagles. Jessica to you I leave Laughter boards, dandies in the evergreen and "Mr. Tight Pants's Spoilsgate". Meredith you get Celine, wick and blackmails. Johny you now have the rights to "Cool beans," and never lose our invisible chums. Dan, "You got a purdy mouth!" and remember the S.S. Larry went down prai'd and with a bang! Melissa, you have my pager number, demonic torchas and a purple flower. Now I'll smile and remember it all, then I'll turn and go...

I, Aliana Lachance, hereby bequeath to my brother and sister my calculator and all the good memories through the years.

I, Amie Lachman, hereby bequeath to my best friend...
Carry a box of tissues to use when I graduate


2. Crystal Lavoie, hereby bequeath my great memories to my sisters Lyra, Stephanie and Tiffany.

3. Pete Lilly, hereby bequeath to Saint: decent haircut, stilts, boarding, an African swallow, seaway!, Victoria Secrets, future and floor; Shirts: morning nights, apples, basically yeah, fruit snacks, greenweave, A.P. 2. br, NO!, bass guitar, pillow fights. Drew: Clowes and shelter, family of rifles, 24 days, Basin at 9am, deadman, manners and class. Lyra: Neverending friendship, a dance, safe ride home, piggyback ride to anywhere, unwanted gummi bears. Amanda Sugar magnolias. Pat: My good looks and style. Amy best gift ever, enthusiastic fan, unlimited supply of food, peas, wading suit, unwanted ceramic gifts, scarf. Gatorade, a lasagna, bathroom sex, some of my spare time, Christmas tree, Melody. Melissa: Ford, late night chats, great restaurants, lots of advice, and a table.

4. limit Lomas, hereby bequeath to the classes to fellow 'see ya'

5. Stephanie Lutano, hereby bequeath to Cathy: borrowing from the food bank, getting over Mey Collins, watching Live grow up, Chili's parking lot, were still in park, twisted foot. moving up in the world. crucible acting skills: DJ. do you believe in magic?, freinds diez 3. Jewish paragraph. Fang us, Newport Creamery drawings, Chinese foodables, Some people say... To Erin: causes brain damage. double dates with Dags and Virus. Miss. Chase, higher education, not incarceration, hours at the phone bank, food bank robber: basta rosa, Al Gore 2000, wanna play cards? PCU. To Amanda L-Amanda Say, crimson wave, Guess what I did!, surprise parties, pumping on balloons, fast concert, chasing Stripes 9 in the PP Mall, Dawson Creek Topics, Ditz 2. To Amanda B-Del's, Centery kungarpus, deliciousness, love-hate relations, popcorn cakes. To Leslie: house room chats, What do you have for lunch today?, stealing pictures, anushia, the big O, banana phones, Del's, crazy lunches, gaining 13 lbs. Thursday mornings, I feel fat today. To Jen & morning chats about everything, French vanilla, death by snow. Leave- Blowing up posters, gold digging, Kosher for Passover, the tent, most miserable girl in the world, corn soup. To Matt and Tim-Hubert B, jellyfish, Italian class, two strays, Vampire's Grave, Salvation Army, S.A.G., nice breakfast (braid the hair), squint, BOFH, the seven words, 29 crappy... Bette Midler, a bucket of passes, teacher dinners, scavenger. CCD classes? WRONG, M. Officer. Sindel, a new tire and a new last name, and thanks for many years of friendship. To Amanda: English conversation, lemonade bottles (empty of course), clear folders and notebooks. WRONG, 5-42, a fish, shorter anecdotes (shorter - get it?), a polite conversation (yeah right), driving lessons, and, of course, a rousing game of softball. To Steph and Cary: period clothes, life partners, shifts from Sally's, Paris! Some fat jokes and some good times at lunch, if Steph didn't eat it all. To Sally: made up words. Rides in Trevor (with you in the trunk). "I'd rather be here than there", basement midget, and a flock of swallows to carry you anywhere you wish to go in life (African swallows of course). To El: a day without car trouble, dinner with Gabby, some decent music, camping trips gone horribly wrong, cutting lessons, and the best bit in everything you do. To Meredith: A skeleton in the woods, trespassers, German Chocolate Cheesecake... with Coconut, star watching, Dick Dwyane, and the Senma To Erin: My skeletal system, a pair of boxers for Cathy, toy truck on New Years, and a Pammy or two. To Jenny: my orange sweater, Poetry Slams, bowling, and surprise prom dates (I had a great time). To Leannah: a situation to have, flashbacks, and power point presentations that should have gone un- saved. To Marlen: Summer love... a girl that's over, and an apology for all the things. Jokes. To Sarah and Kelly: working at Applebee's, the rules, and a promise to always call back (rule #3). To Steph Memard: My left ear and a Zacomo tree, and, of course, my lost enlightenment. To Jill: The Point, hot cocoa and the other half of that English paper. To Mrs. Grendon: leaving on your name thanks for the years of support and guidance and best of luck with your own personal "Jackie!" To Mrs. Baxter: thanks for encouragement and one more cup of coffee. And to everyone else I have met along the way, thanks for your time and the best of luck!

6. Laura Mahoney, hereby bequeath to Nick's Cars, thanks for all the great rides. Ericas, Nige, Beth, Sam's POE, POE minutes, pin place. Erica: Meet and you partner, Key West, car rides, Rinky Dinky, camping, NY in vail, 92 Station St, Fusion, the beach, April 29. South of the border, sticker pics, you are like no other hint! Nicole: Roommate, crazy parties, clean room, POE mobile, club site in car, late night phone chats / car rides, good advice, look alike.

1, Melissa Mao, hereby bequeath to Catie: locker babe, megaphones, our kite, checkers, orange, sight swimming, Matthew McCorrthaugh, 89's project, accidental brush in Physics, seeing those things, and backpacks; to Jillian: NINE, my diet, sledging, megaphones, Spanish contest. I mean as, Mr. Darcy; to Pet: Everquest at my house. Town Chief, late night calls when you just listen, the F-bomb; to Mike: Cabana Couples, visits to your work, skipping study together, love of country music, one more last dance at the Winter Ball; to Draw: our Freshman Formal to Amy: notes from 7th grade, Psych quizzes, riding bikes to Tove's, Rockport, my garden from Cheesecake Factory, to Todd: NSYNC rules to school; to Shari: HBX, WWF live, NY trip, loping at the airport during a storm, to Chit and Josh: apple tree, to Sarah: one childhood, megaphones, SH, getting stranded at the movies, to Aly: pole vaulting, teaching at RIC camp; to Me: beach whale, pole vaulting; to Kevin: good luck when im gone, to LS: Gothic Gossip; to my Cali class: F of T, Marlen's nunca ya! to the Gymnastics team sick or die, many more championships; to all my friends: thanks for everything, I'll miss you and love you all!


1, Jim Masso, hereby bequeath a case of Dew to The Family.

1, Rebecca Matteen, hereby bequeath to Stephanie: a crown and a dinner at Newport Creamery before practice, Choco, a night at the playground, the best friend I've ever had, Debora, a show on the pool deck, I hope you dance. Michaela: a phone, for all the times you fueled my craziness late at night and a date of Chinese food with a rose, Angy: a hairbrush, a microphone for a Broadway show in your kitchen. It's in his box. The Guys: The Family, I'll miss you guys!!! Josh, take-out Chinese and a crazy night at Fish Hill; Smitty: my wrecked trailer.

1, Catherine McArdis, hereby bequeath Jillian: ice cream, skiing, schmoozy, 10 course meals, movie prions, C-period adventures, PUTOCO, roll-grabbing, Friends, friend, sledding, ice skating, peace treaties, 2-eyed winks, naught notes, English exams, closed Drive-thrus, Xmas parties!
megaphones, dry mouth, BNL, oranges, scarves, ladybugs, minerats, and nuts. Melissa: looks, books, smoking, pants, night suits, kites, endless projects, MCC lollipops, spinach, locker room rains, sleeping, oranges, megaphones, nice socks, Matthew movies, fries, Abercromby, restaurant lists, and Gothica Nights. Georgia; brand, smelling, dog-sitting, fancy dinners, Dance Party USA, beach trips, car rides—NO!, swim lessons, wrestling, mini tractors, converting me, gagging. Starbucks, running, megaphones, FF and oranges. Todd; DMB concerts, fi-

I, Rosemarie McLaughlin, hereby bequeath to my sister, Kaila, many wake-a-bakes and all the clothes she has stolen from me over the years. Taras: my many missed days. I know she'll use them well. Seina; my firecrackers, light up! Melissa Sheldon: many days she couldn't hang, Eric Ferreira: a long life.

I, Andrea Medeiros, hereby bequeath to my sister, Kaila, many wake-a-bakes and all the clothes she has stolen from me over the years. Taras: my many missed days. I know she'll use them well. Seina: my firecrackers, light up! Melissa Sheldon: many days she couldn't hang, Eric Ferreira: a long life.

I, Amy E. Morris, hereby bequeath to JODI B. My partner! Laughing, crying, the Y, Ben and Jerry's, Bistro: Poitier the Beat Girls' Night! The Rules! Basketball-Success, failure, confidence, dishwater sink, zig-zag drill, a seat at the All-Division Banquet. A True Friend... JAMS! No touching! Probation! Choose before... A stone wall, the Beach, Diving: wavy-oops! Holy Cow! Nights! Never Change! FERRARI: Sleepovers! Jodi's car, State policeman? Soccer-State Championship! Showout! The Mile! More college adventures! Decisional! NESTER: Late? A barley to Prates 5th grade, basketball, a bond. My tongue is numb! SHERRY, Hey-Wake a speech! I'll miss you! ERICA SAINT: My lessons' Table dances. I never! NESSET! Behave! MY BASKETBALL TEAM: A speech! Being on time! Pasta Parties! Some unforgettable times! SHIBLEY: Summer! Kick butt at Emerson! SARAH: We're great! Cruise! AS, 6 years of friendship, memories! SCOTTHE, MJ is the best! JILL. Gotham Gossip, Think you cute, fire
& ice, my Aries Coup, Have fun at R&amp;W! PAT: Steeding, crying, parties, mistakes, friendship! CATIE: Big Mac! The Chasse, Applebees, my bimster! Good luck at Rochester! JEFF: Sweetheart, my car can jump higher, trips to the mall, the best present ever. A best friend for life! MEL: Chat sessions in psych! Sobriety tests at Quabbin, Success at Northeastern! PETTY: My heart. The one who can always make me smile! January 26, understanding one another, working on our problems, late night chats, practicing your Christmas Tree. I love you!

I, Erin Mulhern, hereby bequeath an afternoon on Thayer Street to Steph Welish. I also leave Welish falling flat on her bum (just to make it even). To Angie Murgia, I bequeath my neighbor's front lawn and extremely bad driving skills. To Ryan Shaw, I bequeath one last slow dance and one more chance to try and beat me at pool (cause you knew you can't Shaw)! To Nikki Jarvis, hereby bequeath eight years of friendship, the Bench Boy's kokanee and one last evening of dancing on bridges. To Cara Hughes, I bequeath a haunted house with Matt, the glow sticks and your lovely singing to Come On Over. To Kiser White, I bequeath one baseline free evening at Jerry's Market (we both know what I'm talking about)! And to all the Juniors that I'm leaving behind I leave you a lot of luck because YOU'LL NEED IT!

I, Angie Murgia, hereby bequeath to Erin (my buddy): One last dip down the school hallways arm in arm. To Thom: My great fashion advice and a date with Brittany Spears. To Ashley: Revenge on the people who hit our chairs who hit our chairs with baby carriages during lunch. To Shannon: A short skirt to show off to your boyfriend during homeroom. To Derek: A game of punch-buggy on the cross country bus, and by the way...where's my picture? To Jan: Lovey relationships and a thank you to Listening to me complain about my song opera life. To My Cross Country Checks: a conquer over Sotires with water balloons and shaving cream in Abernathy, and a state championship title next season.

I, Kayla Mautz, hereby bequeath to Erin S.: My cheerleading career; muscles; apple juice; rainy days at the beach; a date with Janine; a rollovercar ride; Best Friends Forever. To Shannon F.: Elementary school memories; Saturday trips to the mall; going out for lunch; Cana; a ride to school; California. To Chris C.: Nursery and elementary school memories; Hungry Eyes; Karate chops. To Paige A.: Howie-doing-over there?, chex-chex-chexa-ha-ha; bang bang choo choo train: that's the way I like it, thumbs up. To Fusco: Endless high fives; steamboat; fun memories. To Bechany C.: Our birthday; Scramm, a date with Janine; Boatdoggies. To Lauren M.: Walks around the track, spilling our guts to each other, an ear to listen. To Sara L.: Elementary school memories; a bus ride home filled with songs. Saturday trips to the mall; lunch; Red Oak Estates. To Adam C.: My pinches, pinches. To Heath S.: Our first rollercoaster; Trevor. To Audra L.: More double dates; my furry bunny ring; a joint wedding; a lasting friendship. To my Cheerleaders: Thanks for the best 4 years of my life! This year tops them all! Galaxie, Bush Gardens: 85 (State Champions!!!); I love you girls and won't ever forget you! Last but not least, to the most important person in my life; to Joshua P.: I leave you my heart and all of my love! Good luck to this entire Senior class! May all of your dreams come true!!

1, Nathaniel Nelson, hereby bequeath to Matt and Sheryl a lifetime of friendship and laughs, bike rides, the biggest egg, egg and cheese sandwiches. Mr. Happy, and a wet pink shirt; Matt, $10,000 legs; a sleep over, one more politicking session; our songs; motherboard; shampoo; bandana; Sheryl, Newport Creamery visits, car rides, friggas, food, and butt exercises; Mandy, my love and affection forever; eboy, a love bike, swing dances; a roller, eloping plans, a chicken, an out-of-school date, and a slap-the-face with reality; Brendan, the trumpet section; Redwood, rectum, scrumpions cake and your grandma's love; Butski, one more visit to the old country; Mrach, Thank you for being Ady and Adid.; Todell, 5 pounds of meat and a gay elephant-filled; Chris, memories, Disney and Allison, Josh. Da Da, Mr. Smith, more trapped years, the Alliances, appendages are everywhere; Jill, chimpunk, cubicle, and singing lovebirds; Jen F., one more awful homework assignment; Chris K., Rome, T-bone, and Triola, Ang, homeroom stories, Lauren, one more shady math and gym class; Derpisy, P-A-A-A-. Jen R., Brittany Spears memorabilia; Nikka, one more English class; Kelly, lunch chats and a Winterball, the Trauma Team a concert and free dinners; Ninja Turtles, little Boop and to the Class of 2001, a lifetime of memories.

1, Kelly Nasher, hereby bequeath to Andrea-OL: Victoria Secret clothes, chubbie 4 life! D-bike Sheryl-CYG basketball, Faulkner's Kelly-Fisher富rnie kitchen set: Nikka-Goldenly, a set; a great friend; Adam-Titanic Scott, Saturday morning cartoons Matt-Makeup beach house Amy-My teddy bear; CHR balls; AE boy Brian-A yellow cake with chocolate frosting. Than-Homeroom chats Tommy-An everlasting friendship Kayla-A loser mirror with purple feathers Beth-Tasties; a pencil for our music; Bob's Mix; Jay-Deal neighbors to the T.D.'s. Good times Josh-My heart

1, Sean Neylon, hereby bequeath to Nathaniel: The Chicken Place, Matt- Nose-eoda, Adam-Los Yankees, Adam-Mr. Newchew, Shit-All my sons, Mr. F. Skippy, Mr. Robin-Physics Olympics project, Nicole F. - Untrust, Adam and Adam- The monkey, And finally: Dan- All Your Base Are Belong To You.

1, Jennifer J. Niedzwicki, hereby bequeath to Sheryl: Italy, homeroom, 6 great years, a thank you, a secret: Jen, a title, dance team; Kim: Rudy; Shelly: a ride in the snow; Amy: the greatest worries; Lauren: a dumb question; Sarah: walks home; Andrew: one word; Kayla: all the talk about someone; Sara: dance, the girls at the lunch table a day without me making someone laugh; Erica: field trip in Providence; Nicole: a joke. To Everyone: Everything that happens is a lesson that is learned from what just happened.

1, Sheryl A. Nette, hereby bequeath to Nathaniel Nelson; yellow pants, trailer races, NC chats; a tampon, biker tips; Spanishman and BFF: Matt Taylor; 3T, ducktape, Jane
Fonda Tape, bike rides, beachside chats, guppies, Italy DFI. Jess Wiley; Lace, Bermuda, Hot Nights, flounces, and dance lessons. Nikki Theroux; trips to Boss Eaton, pound of chocolate, superblade, pointless car rides and a free dance. To the VNC: I love you girls! Laurel Deutermann, a bag, pair of shoes, Mattie Beach, my sweatpants, the old car. Amy Malloy; and ash tray. Joachim Jones; Brookie sundae, gym class, Jon Bird, ice cream. Matt Gravel, a carwash. Scott Burns; surge and cheese balls. Charlie Cooper, a kiss. Jen Niehuski; Italy, a rose, a secret, and a great 4 years of friendship. Michelle Branch; meme, uno card game, cruises, Rodman, pretty flowers, Sandless Beaches. Steve King; pepsi. Derek Hopplin; 3 am car fries, ski trips, late night phone calls, a great 2 years and my heart. To the class of 2001 good luck, I’ll miss you all.

I, Jennifer Ranney, hereby bequeath to Jay Moran: Another large rock in your backyard for me to run into while fleeing the police. Mike Foster: Mike Young’s walker. Nate Nelson; 5 pounds of meat. Adam Carpenter; Scott Burns. Jay Moore; Dave Glessner, Marlyce Lykus, Jay Moran. Get out of a 4:30AM police altercation for free card. Jeff Sullivan; Tic Tac box. Doug Soska; 200 to Bidforders, lighter, cell phone. Kaitlyn Costello; Bcci Steiner, $50. Sara Greiner; Sancha. Dan Messor; Jim Musso; Years of fun and friendship. Mark Golomb; D.A.R.E.

I, Stephanie Orelli, hereby bequeath to Becky; a hairdryer we both hate, rhythm, and in the future a house next to mine so our kids can grow up together. To Checo-Rodriguez: a good laugh and dance to When I Think About You I Touch Myself. To Angie and Pat: a flag rolling contest. To the guys: a case of Dew and a let’s do it again. To Michaela: a morning at your locker. To Sara and Amanda B.: What happened to the friends I knew so well and loved so much?

I, Amanda Fachecco, hereby bequeath to Tara Cuti: the unforgettable lunch with Tim, Beasty Mattson holding hands while ice-skating at first night. Michaela Girard; Listening to each other’s guy problems and trying to give advice. Tara Wecksi; physics class. Tracy DiOrio; Saving Silverman movie. Stephanie Orelli; the summer space girls dance show and the bedroom strip show. Ashley Champion; lunches at KFC, going to the varsity football games and cheering for the wrong person, cruising around in Ashley’s Clear car running away from kids with toy guns. Sara Greiner; seventeen years of friendship. Chris Ronchick swimming at McDermott pool. Jim Musso; to all the laughs and experiences at Chris’s house.

I, Rob Palmieri, hereby bequeath Melissa Palarczyk; the bright pink bowling ball from Kingston Bowl and the long rides around town trying to figure out what to do and the Water Fires in Providence freshman year. To Sheryl Nolte; a large Boss Eaton local coffee and a carrot cake muffin (with frosting). To Josh Fusco; a 94 Mustang Cabrio. To Matt Roch, Jen K., and Matt Taylor, the Bop-it game. To Chris Cahen, the two plastic rings we sent to Sara; and to all my friends at CHS, the best of luck in the years to come.


I, Jennifer Ranney, hereby bequeath. Sara; Starbucks runs, our baby voice, can you hear me now? Jennifer, talking to our puppishes, sneaking into the movies, short/lung legs for life, dance team and the pact. Paige; Don’t touch anything, I’m all sparkly, limbo song, dirty dancing, may pease? Jennifer, and the pact. Bethany; good teamwork, how do you take your drink?-NEAT and nice tons. Billy; HSP, Girls Physical Education Facilities, SNL, Friends, Yankee Swap. Kelly and Chris; HSP, knowing all the Friends episodes, beachin’ on sandy days. Jen N; Barney, dance team, our circle dance, seriously, Pepsi skin, ice coffee XX. Erica; CMM. Lauren: our perfect yogurts. Sean; 8th grade, watching movies-looking sideways, your Matt Towsle prank, dances, good memories. Shannon; Koco, dress up, Less Dance, and the pact. Kayla; crazy CCD ears, rides and the pact. Jen F.; Tim Ryan, stop signs and red lights, Jenny Berry, and baseball games. GA: Canada trip, The Rose, Tim Ryan, walking to unlocked bathrooms, music videos, hot girl dance, and starting the phrase hot girl Shirley The Clinton. Matty Rock and Topps, G.I. Joe and your Matt Towsle prank. Bri; Emergency pages or phone calls, and being an awesome brother. Man and Use my car, thanks for eating when I didn’t, and showing me that I can do anything. I love you. To all my friends; may have forgotten, thank you for all the memories, I’ll treasure them. Good Luck in the future!

I, Leanne Rigo, hereby bequeath to Jocelyn; One for the junk! Pink Floyd parties, Billy Bojangles, The End. Traps to the bank, psychology at SAM, Luke, Barbie Queen of the prom, shanking, dunkin donuts drum games, sleeping @ Europas, red lights, guy in the woods, scrubbly bubbly. To Jen and Sven; MASH, AOL cartoons, WHY? Undercover Funk Goddess pride, our concerts, doodle, Green ketchup, geegs, chocolate cheese toes, Thayer St, sub zero, partly pinks, David Cassidy’s, teen and toy trucks, slide shows, suicidal dreams, lip tread. To Lauren; chasing the Ronzo’s Pizza guy, walks in the snow, cool snowman, dusts and trees, Renegades of Funk! To Leslie, Karaoke nights, opera singer, lotion on the bus, adaptasia, sitting on your steps, pep parties, rate my picture, big red, some rough times, but it was worth it! To Steph; gold digging, the most miserable girl ever, our twist, retsina! To Carly; your hair reminds me of that song. BEAUTIFUL, spin the knife. To VM/G: Mr. Salt, C-town D&D baby, nice blincher, Tuesdays, peanut M&M’s, Hocus Focus, sledding, Turbox, Mannys, kwanjila, cereal killer, Madlins, Mall Madness, radio wars, steamrollers and such, Deedy (RIP)!

I, Caitlin Roberti, hereby bequeath to Jocelyn: all the good
times, trig convex: Leanne: interesting home room stories; Mike: youth & law stories; Steve: Mr. Heroux's English class; Tom's: thanks for the tie; Georgia: small hands after ergonomics. Natalie: Tom's in rain, many gay stories. Leslie: Mr. Melancon's history class; arguments over nothing. Mike & Bill: Showers memories. Jen: Tom's rain, Mark: Caty: Wendy's comments. Kingston Bowl, phishfood. Jen, Chris, Andrew, and Matt: great Trident gum. Lauren: the Gout, Tom's in rain, Joe C.: clothes, hey breakfast, then F.P. Mall; Matt: three years of English class; Kelly: bananas, wanna take Marissa's car for a ride, C period study. Nicole: hey let's go to six different D&D's for an everything bagel toasted w butter Marissa: quick runs in Photography, youth & law today, uhmm probably not breakfast instead; and finally, good luck to the class of 2001.

1. Christopher W. Roczko, hereby bequeath a case of Dew to the family, my life to the Air Force and my memories to Jennifer.

1. Jon Roch, hereby bequeath this whole school to whoever thinks they can handle my shoes.

1. Andrew J. Rollins, hereby bequeath bowling experiences, Walmart (I lost money for you to get caught), small little friends, and Jerry's to Sean; to Brendan: Sking will always be better, the road trip to Stone, that roof rack wasn't cutting it; to Nate: post reflexes, why couldn't you hold my wallet that nice? more pole, Daisy dutchess; to Jimmy: You silly blank; to Jake: you're a pro; to Varnum: kidney shots; to Frank, Chap, Howard, and Supeido's skipping school, Kathy loves to blank to Mike: Ceramics; to Granger and Josie: vacanage, to Chen: your birthday parties, why did Nate flick it, just what was he thinking; to Jen: Your first, Kenzi: I'm disappointed, winners all, any day, our little game. Going out to eat, blank pheonix, I know I made a mistake, best girl friend, Smokey you're my angel, so what's wrong with that song?, to Sara: Public Speaking, so far: 45 minutes!! to Lyndzie: Hawaii, Obsession, Tanning, Babbs?, If you look like a bulldog then bulldogs are HOT.

1. Paige A. Ryan, hereby bequeath the long luxurious rides to Claudia Bozeman up in smoke and to my cousin Nicole: keep up with the Q's pool.

1. Kelly B. Safford, hereby bequeath to John Urwan: Our first kiss. Lori Teta, 5 for coconut things from Florida, chocolate, a fairy tale kiss from your Latino amnesia. Danielle: A day without tears and a date from the man of your dreams who is completely devoted to you and only you. Jamie Forrester: Memories since 1st grade. Duane Pattud, Tea sweet & light. Amanda Burns: off the hook...never again. Roselyn Walsh: your perfect car and finding the perfect car and finding the perfect solution to living with Mark and missing your family. Friends like you are heaven sent. Biz Rita: our sociology project and the schwinn's track. Brad Kitson: Animorphs, I love Lucy and as you wish. Jamie Hall, plinko fingers and two long nails. Jami Brown: the perfect home and the perfect life. Melissa Pardue, middle of nowhere. Ray St. Germain;

High school diploma and hours to work on your dirt bike. Shaylin Carusimo, a place to work that doesn't smell. Erin Forrester: BSB in your room. Stacey: something to touch and SPOT. Leah Hood: peanut butter things. Damien Hennemann: His okay boxer's back.

1. Andrea Serrone, hereby bequeath to Joy, a get out of jail pass, a turkey and my love. Kelly: a road map, a new bumper and the tree at Costma Gardens. Nester, AOL and a broken bed. Josh: yellow skittles and Lane 5. Adam: icy roads and fish tails. Nicki: FRICKLES!! The whole mail box crew, a new baseball bat. And to all the TD's, My Purple Stuff.

1. Melissa Sheldon, hereby bequeath the legend of a Swamp Thing to ALP. I leave to Chris Lawrence the Street sign, and the punch buggies. I leave to Mrs. Walker Chicken nuggets. To Melissa Matteson her shirt. To Nicki: Prove4cher the Jumbies. I leave to the Anteaters all the fights in ALP. To Amy Donnelly all my Love and friendship that will last forever. I leave you home. I leave to Eric Farno the memories of the Boys bathroom. I leave to Adam Ferrero my nephews and my words I love you. I leave to Dan Stoneking the hope that he will one day become a teen. I leave Mr. Kelley: a chicken tender sandwich. To Paige Ryan the gas money. I love her. To Jocelyn Trenor I leave all the times we bust on Dan.

1. Ryan Shibely, hereby bequeath To Sain: We are two wild and crazy guys, all the great varsity review and dance show memories, the hunt, winter ball lutes. Halloween night sophomore year. To Lilly: Rams Football, eleven man line, crab-apples, grandma's cookies, fruit snacks, basically yeah, parties at your house, the hunt, WWF show, another day of me bragging about my basketball team. To Chin: All the great varsity review and dance show memories, physics Olympiads, a van Shibely, the hunt. To Drew: Oak Haven days, first day of school, Halloween night sophomore year. To Todd: Another home room folder delivery, peer mediation, another causing trip, complaining about practice. To Saffy: Another day of hanging around Oak Haven School. To Josh and Adam: A van Shibely, physics Olympiads. To Campbell: Fight stories. To Fusco: A stunner. To Burns: Library frog. To the Roch's: The best duo around. To Beth: Another day of princess and Knight. To Hesper: Sweatpants. To Lyons: Satellite song. To Max: HBEK NY trip, WWF show. To Casey: another day of laughing (shouting) to my jokes. To Amy: Another summer fling. To Erin: Another elementary school relationship, Cegus and Eagles, another day of cheering for me. To Jaimee: Me and my dad. To the CHS basketball team. All my greatness, a winning season. Everybody else...It's been real, it's been good, but it's never been real good. Peace.

1. Erin Simmons, hereby bequeath to Georgia: best friendship, the pact, DMH, and AMT machine, 2 peas in a pod, mok, tie dye boy, cent for thursdays, idea coffees, drive bys, the beach, a vacation cruise, Newport, a tiara, late night raves, x-mas lights out back, any blue car, jetty, gas station brawls, a jello wrestling match, the complex, XURU, CRC, and LOVE. Kayla: best friendship, a trip to
V.A., a piglet, 8th grade, bets of luck with Josh, the beach house, a thank-you card for the only true friend who stood by me through everything (you know what that means). Lauren: Power ruling. Mahone, the youth cheerleading years, driving with no lights on, lots of laughs. Tiffin: stupid noises, a new ride home, a fountain, running, bub- bybye! Caitie: volleyball, friendship, late nights and homework, the STRESS of C Period study, a date for the Senior Hall, and lechy-scratchy. Fussel: lab, the front spot award, and a stress reducer. Belzey: a best friend never forgotten, cheerleading, one way streets, a lime, a new license plate cover, chest mix, Evan, a lime brush, a tanning booth, b-b-k knocker, and love always.

I, Kyle Slick, hereby bequeath to Charlie: a series of long words to make us sound intelligent.

I, Todd Southard, hereby bequeath to Chris Cohen: A fart during a math test, trips to N.Y.C. and Maine, Captains Espresso and Indiana concerts, walking to the general store, Down Periscope at 2 a.m., Nerf fights in the hotel, the worst soccer teams, Juanita Francisco Hernandez, Quechua Condita, and 30 seconds; To Adam: We're on an ocean; To Scott: The frog and the pumpkin; To Guine: Putting just before getting the car, DMV concerts; To Jay Moran (a.k.a. Pedo): My green card, empty holding tanks, obviously, and if you're wearing a yellow shirt at dawn; To Ryan Dempsey: 18 years, baby powder, a maal (past), golf clubs; To Melissa Nystrom on the way to school; To Nate: A Big Gay Elephant; To Ryan Shibley: Jackson 5, Backstreet Boys, New Kids On The Block; To Chris Knott: You get what you pay for; To Mr. Bush and the baseball team: Soft toss 4 life; To Mr. B: Calculus is Life, Lunchroom rumors ($$$); the best year of baseball ever. And most importantly, to Meg: Newport Creamery after Varisty Review. My thanks for putting up with me and making the past 12 months the best ones yet, Crush into me, My Best Friend, My heart, and my future. And to the entire class of 2001 I leave five pounds of metal!!

I, Michael St. Amand, hereby bequeath my good spirit and my friendship to all my friends. To Shibs: Hanz and Franz We are here to surm you up. Thanks for making all the shows go so great, bonerom, wrestling match at Foley's; Drew: Wrestling partner, teaching me how to skate, system; Pete: Snowboarding with a bare chest, soaking in the early morning, being a great friend; Matt: Just for being a crack head and my cousin; Zach: Beach house, Vermont, campouts, John: It's funny. Sean: Making me laugh every time I see you. system, $5 all you want at the red house. Sam: For being the best friend anyone could have, outstanding, always helping me. Melissa: The whole thing that was there when I needed you. Andrea: Argosy. Jess: The CPM program and pilotdate. Amanda: Spartans, waiting in our weather for at least an hour, diving competition. Steve: Parties. Pat: Soccer, parties. Erin: Nice shoes. Eric: Parties, campouts. Gray- These boots are made for walking, English class, and for making me laugh. Sarah: Parties and campouts. Natalie: All the good and bad times we had, but always remember the good times, peace out regabrother. Nikki: Boating you up, food in home room for me to eat. Sheryl: Pool parties at your house, and thinking you're ever going to beat me up. Bethy: Foley's, and being a good friend. Karla: Snowboarding we still have to go. Lauren: Parties and campouts.

I, Becca L. Steinle, hereby bequeath to Karla: nose-thirty, cheeks, finding silverware, campouts, your sisters parties, och my jaw, skipping sociology, STOP THE RIVER, sharing guy problems, friends forever; Glenn: BPM bump, Varisty soccer: Faster Hander Go Go Goll; Nicole: Carley: Jeans: look hot guy, wait where did all my French fries go? Sitting in the back seat eating worms, Rob Jr: I leave your girl friend is ugly and unattractive (your sfx now), thank for all the help in California: DBCA: great times in Cali, and give me F, give me and U and Becca, what's that spell haih! C-daw: making up songs and sitting in bath tubs. M-dawg home-M and Bang Bang cast: Open Diary, and tons of memories; and most all of all to Katelyn I leave tannins in Cape Cod, Adventureland, beach boys (bic-ltec), our licenses, parking garages (A 65), beta, X-Mas underwear, town hall, squeaky chair, boy cards, babysitting in Narraganset, dirty dice, and chalk on my nose. I leave you a time l feng friendship and memories that will last a lifetime. Kate and Becca always and forever.

I, Melissa Sullivan, hereby bequeath my locker and my memories to the lucky graduates of 2002.

I, Matt Supinski, hereby bequeath drinking milkshakes at V-MAN's with the MES up crew and our goofballs...! MES up 4 Life!

I, Jennifer Swearingen, hereby bequeath Vermontially justified Downing: Mr. Sult, C-towns D&D baby, nice blinker, big blanks, Tuesday nights, peanut M&M's, Hocus Pocus, sledding, Tarbox, kumkwats, Cereal Killers, ambiets, Matt Madness, radio wars, rockin' bowl, steamrollers and such, Billy Bob Angles, Sheheads, and everything else. Lauren: A great years of friendship, I'm lau hning in the car, I'm laughin' at the car, I'm laughin' in the truck, I'm laughin' in the trunk, tangerine, ice cream and Life SIPS, stealing cars, sharing smiles, laughter, tears...planning the future, and knowing you'll always be there. Learnin': our 55 million million dollar jokes, surveys, bags at Super 8 Motel, concerts, dood, stories at Friday's, knoccin' pecks, Goodwill, boys with long hair, hot guy lists, Duppy Dalmations, free cell phone numbers, slide shows, cortes, sponges, fanatics, raunchy URL's, Lola, biting: Joselyn: Habib, license plate numbers, roof top, lackin' lipping shah apart, 2:30, Bodasquad: our Extreme Fuzzy legacy. Cary: newspaper clubs, Hockey, she's in, she's out. Marlen: stealing soulnotes. Scottish Rod Stewart, jumping on trampolines, rolling it up. Dan, Marlen, and Erin: Crooshdale, 70's Cole, teaching the world to sing. Smoke, Halfor, Authority by Paris. To Erin: counter courting math teachers, smart kids, Hanson, Mr. Saigon, safety pins, tread wells, band t-shirts, PCU, Chips Olympics. Steph: morning chants, French vanilla coffee. Tootie, Bazooka Joe. Michaela: Baby Get Back! To Bill: burning, Haluk poems. To Matt, He'll's Gates, bowling, actually going to the prom (thanks man), and the sweatshirt I still have. To Audra: plankton? Mr. Gibb's English class: dead cows. I'm sorry...
Billy Budd, more coffee.

1. Matthew Taylor, hereby bequest to Nathaniel: pink shirts, supporting the local politicians, VT tractor races, wearing Sheryl's clothes, old man wetherspoon, The Gent, Bess Eaton, just being stupid...all the time, Chuck, theme songs, Limbo, candy blue, Britney Spears, and The Trauma Team; Sheryl’s funny hats, Jane Fonda workouts, bike rides, swimming pools, ripped bathing suits, pool parties, marinated mushrooms, VT tractor racing, Italy, gelato, dead gerbils, pool, mox; Jillian: Call me, you raising idiot, movies, kidnapping Chinese food, sundries at NG, Starbucks, journals, Happy Together, yellow hats, staircases, Panama for club, new windshield wipers.

Cheeseake Factory, LOV-AH, BNL, jaiuzzi, and my love forever. The Guys: MBB, la nierra, Bo C, Drive-thru, Survivor season facts, peanut butter and pickles, 5 pounds of meat, Kent Hospital, the League, the Alliance, BA-BA AWW. Sarah Grenier: smiley face necklaces, Awful Awful's, I want your house; Catiemens: LOV-AH, BNL, and a secret affair. Lauren Dilusa: getting to school late, breakfast, cross-dressing, partying, New Years Eve, Water Country, Cara Hughes: bags, whitey, vanilla, Santana, ice-creaming, slags, Shynny Césarina, Water Country, Jane Fonda workout, put your hand on the table, Limbo, track, SHAY-LIN, Italy, gelato; The Track Team-Tommy Boy: Matt Taylor modified workouts and four great years, and for the spinners: no more competition; Nicole Manoney: cars, buses, parties, Cabaret Couples, nights in parking lots, tongue piercings, The Beast; Nick. Delmonico: The STICK; Bill Stryker: The Righteous Bill Stryker.

1. Jessica Templeton, hereby bequest a green minivan, OLC, Dax, Cheaters, 4:30 am at Slip Disc, Maloney Pony, 20 cents, Ronnie Guy and Senior Prom to Shalvin. Subway, OLC, Newport, Cheaters, Teamspirit, 10 seconds, 18th birthdays, Ronnie Guy, hot chocolate, Florida, and Senior Prom to Nikki. Walmart dates, the beach house and hoz pole to Curd, 4:30 am at Slip Disc and 25 and married to Subrina. Grand theft to Erin M. 1 guys to Reacelyn. To Ma. Lima a Retired Phoneman and my most important possession, SADD, to Jen T. I'm putting my life on your hands. I trust you with it. Todd: the dream.


1. Nicole Theroux, hereby bequest all the great memories shared by the class of 2001; Jess and Sheryl: car rides to nowhere; Mike St. Amand: a blueberry bagel; My Chunk-a-Lunk: years of great times and memories; Josh: golf games in the yard; Sheryl: Best Eaton and Newport Creamery visits, conversation hearts; Jill Koski: a broken tape-player; Ryan: salt and pepper, and thanks for always being there for me; Georgia: cheesecake, Jess: advice, Breathe, Phanase; Jess and Kate: Starbucks and short pants; Nicole Manoney: routine huge; Jess: a membership to the gym; Willy: a wookey; Kelly: chicken salad, Jill and Sheryl: non-permissible; Nathaniell: three great years of English; Adam: my antenna; Marissa: a certain stick; Drew: locker buddy memories; Mike Campbell: Diesel; My Silver Lake visitors: hot weiners and pizza; My fellow classmates: the best of luck in whatever the future brings.

1. Drew Thompson, hereby bequest to S.F.: bad influence on me, getting in trouble, keeping secrets only a few could handle, special colon, 2 great 4th of Julys, Halloween, the cruise, vacations, advice on girls, supporting me when I am broke, countless kicks to where the sun don't shine, but it's all good; M.R.: Church, nick names, shopping like whoa, hair cuts, kissing girls, the tanning booth, partying, like a Rockstar, always putting a smile on my face; P.L.: a second home, grandma, faces of don, family radio, wedding, BI, driving my obscene word around for a year, volleyball, speaker falling on my head, thanks for the ride, and trying to make me normal; M.S.: 7th grade finals a wrestling partner that smalls, Halloweens, the SYSTEM, a friend for life. 8th grade honor society, and trying to teach me how to surf; R.S.: friends for 18 years, birthday parties, first day of K, Halloween, and a person I can count on; J.R.: banana I am drawing blanks, sorry kid, it's all good; Sarah: love and hate, phone calls late at night, acting like my mom, the last dance; Lux: a guys best friend, free dinners at the Creamery and rides when I wasn't suited to drive; Erika: 3rd grade, first kiss, a porcelain doll, and a quote, watch you get sick cell anemia or something; Moschow: freshman dance, Ray: 49 cents, cheerleading movies, grandulations, and a song; Mrs. Odnorod: 22 dollars.

1. Jenny-Jean Thomson, hereby bequest the squirrel tree for Erin Mulligan; my trash can for Angela Margua so she can throw away past relationships, all my movies for Stacey Bellemore and my "I will Survive" tape for Tara Cutley.

1. Brian E. Vieira, hereby bequest my phone # to all the Ladics (256-8289), My teaching skills with the ladics to Mini Martin, and Mr. Elevins.

1. Jillian Vizina, hereby bequest to the girls: Abenaki, Christmas Yankee Swaps, Cheeseake Factory, jiberish, megaphones, and I love oranges! L.S. Godahl Gossip, Thomas, Tim, Gunther, horns and halos, What a fish, and talk to me; The Boys: 5 pounds, Carly Cutie: Parred, Friends, Red Hot Hooch, 6 course meals, snowboarding, Nazi movie theatres, JCCCE CRREAAMM, Law-ab BNL, ordering at closed drives-thru's, a gay dog, trying on dresses during the off-season, the 3 months we worked together before I quit got fired/stopped coming in, volleyball bus rides, pretending I'm still ON the volleyball team, tremble goskin plinkin, and a best friend in me always; My track star Matthew: the yellow hat that started it all, Newport Creamery chicken balls, Starbucks drinks, caddy links, comment card reflections, asking police for directions, banana splits w/fights for the banana, being Lauren to your Nana, all-my-teeth smilling, pig-plant, kidnapping, rapping, snowball fights, hot tub nights, raising one eyebrow, pulling over for a cow, green/brazil eyes, every timed surprise, your dance that makes me laugh, D'Angelos grinders out in half, Happy Together, and my
love forever. Melissa Macchow: insults, a diet. Mr. Darcy, Ninel, a sweet car system, and sledding; Georgia Peach: the gala mob life, cookie dough, and dance parties. Anes: Aries #2- the coupe version, a left blinker, and a non-skipping cd radio; Karla: our handshake, Top Gun, Manhattan Campouts, snowboarding, improv jokes, and Don't Tip it; Jenny R: girls physical education facilities and an artsy boyfriend w/ patches on his elbows; Nathaniel: Britney Spears and sitting with one foot up on the desk. Jodi B: Think you can?, Sheryl: Wild Cherry and Carey; Bill: free shots on Richard Simmons; Nicole: camping and the beast. Everyone: good times and best of luck in everything!

I, Nathan C. Wallace, hereby bequeath to Gina: Sweet Waves and Plenty of Parties, Fresh bowlatted Connecticut chicks; Webster: New Years Eve Bash, Zach: Lifetime of friendship: St. Armond: Pool diving competitions; Jen and Laura: the contest was great, but Jen you definitely won. Andrew: Marco Polo and summer fun, upside down plants; Ohm: birthday parties and lots of video games; Jodi: 45 minutes... that was the funniest thing I've ever heard; and to all my friends: high school wouldn't have been the same without all of you. Thanks for all the fun times, good parties, and long nights.

I, Stephanie Webb, hereby bequeath to Nynia: Springer's Chem class, all my English notebooks, study hall, advice for your wondrous, roller skating, and a fun senior year. To Erinn: Vampire's Grave, all the times we should have gone to breakfast, and hot potato. To Jill: cross country shakin' and lockers swaps. To Ani: Springer's Chem class, the beach, and arcade basketball. To Allison: Cleo, nature, the medicine baby, Starbucks parking lot, the little men, and Keesha the cow.

I, Tina A. Weeks, hereby bequeath to Jim: I leave being impossible; Jim and Josh: a really big fork... cause what couldn't you eat with that. Amanda: I leave the Buster Jonesers hall board, English and Psychology projects, even if we did get in trouble, going the wrong way... twice getting lost, new car scent, popcorn, a sense of humor and a great friendship.

I, Jennifer White, hereby bequeath all my pictures to Stacie Schadone. All my flash cards and my trig folder to Ashley Dermans and my sociology homework to Matt Walker. I leave Allison Imordi all my last period studies and my brother's car.

I, Jessica L. Willey, hereby bequeath, Sheryl: a Lace, Bermuda, red sweater, Best Eaton, best friend; Nikki: Gym, new bath, new friend; Mindy and Nikki W: sisters 4 life; Marianne: camping, car in the fast lane. I love you; Mariisa- glass tube! It will happen, Our summers! Andrew: CRX, chillin', great listener & friendship; Adam: Late nights, I'm bored, water, Kari, sex problems, ghetto booty, early pickups, Karla: best quanquale, car rides home; Jill: best writer, safety patrol; Luv Toy: Chemistry, CLM, porn summers & jet-skis. Malloy: All-star BBall, hamburger; Morgan: TD for life? You're awesome; Aaron: chocolate frosting, and to the Class of